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The policemen attending York
College may be declared eligible
for cash payments while attending
classes in the school. These
payments may be part of a Federal
grant for officers continuing their
educations, or it may be in the
form of "mature student"
payments.
The police officers of the 103rd
precinct have been attending
classes at York College since the
start of the I973 semester.' They
attend sessions in the late af-
ternoon or evening and are taking
mainly English and Sociology
courses.
It was recently disclosed that
these police officers may be en-
titled to receive money from
federal or school funds. There is a
Federal system called the Law
Enforcement Aid Program, or
L.E.A.P. This is a program that
grants payments to policemee
while they go to school. The of-
ficers of Jamaica's 103rd precinct
have applied for this government
aid, but it is a question mark
whether or not it will be granted.
Since other schools which have
had their programs in existence for
a longer period of time will very
likely get priority over York, whose
program is in its maiden semester.
If the Federal grants do not
come through, York may take
different steps in order to pjevent
the newly-established Policeman
Education Program from dying.
There is a definite possibility that
if the officers are refused money at
York, they will seek their
educations elsewhere, in colleges
such as John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, a city college
where policemen have attended
classes for some time. One of those
alternate plans will be the
establishment of what is called
"mature student grants." These
arc payments made to students community."
who have not been in schools for
ten years or more.
Patrolman Mooney claimed that
many of the men would be
deserving of such funds. "In
general, the majority of the men
have been out of school for many
years. While they have lower high
school averages than most of the
students then good marks for them
might be tougher to attain. They
are more serious than many of the
regular students, and you don't
find the lax attitude you
sometimes find among the student
body. These men are proven in life,
having served with the police force
and also in the military service.
One of the men is a Lieutenant
Colonel in the Army Reserve."
President Milton Bassin stated
his approval of the police at-
tending York and added, "We are
not in competition with any school
for the policemen. If John Jay can
pay and that is where the officers
prefer to attend, that's fine. But
this school is in the same neigh-
borhood as the precinct house (the
103rd's headquarters is on 168th
Street). It may also be convenient
to their homes. So it's a good idea
to keep the policemen on our
campus, in this community, with
this mature student plan, which is
available for people ten years out
of school."
"Of course, a lot hangs on what
the budget is. If the President's
cuts in domestic programs hold
up, this could hurt Federal
allotments. The same goes with
Governor Rockefeller's attempted
budget cuts against CUNY. But as
an urban college, we would like to
help our community. In the future,
there is the possibility of ex-
panding the program, leasing
teachers to the force such as Ellen
Mintz (Psychology) and Georgette
Sandier (Sociology). This, we feel,
will help both the college and the
P.S.C. Becoming a Power
by Sam Mora
Th.e Professional Staff Congress
is the organization which
represents all the College teachers
in New York State. They represent
all the people teaching in the
Universities, except for office
workers, Deans, and the ad-
ministrators within the colleges.
The P.S.C. was formed in 1972. It
is a coalition of the two
organizations which no longer
exists, the Legislative Conference
of Teachers, and the United
Federation of College Teachers.
The P.S.C. represents ap-
proximately 16,000 teachers, and
it represents non-members, as well
as members.
The main problem facing the
P.S.C. at this time is the battle for
a new contract. The Board of
Higher Education and the City
have been bargaining with the
P.S.C. fora new-contract since last
June 6th. Even though the old
contract expired on that date, the
provisions of the old contract have
been upheld. The sole point in the
negotiations has been the
provisions for annual increments.
The annual increment provision is
not being upheld by the city and
the B.H.E. As a result, the P.S.C.
members have been signing their
paychecks under protest. The
P.S.C. also appealed to the Public
Employees Relations Board. This
organization supervises the
collective bargaining process
between the P.S.C. and the B.H.E.
There are 23 points of dispute,
which,the P.S.C. and the B.H.E.
have not been able to work out.
Both sides have now entered into
fact-finding arbitration, which is
the next formal step in public
employee negotiations.




On Thursday March 22nd, in a
meeting of Registrar Milton
Sussman, Deans, and Department
Chairpersons, it was decided that
the proposed schedule change for
the Fall, 1973 semester would not
take place. Instead the one now in
practice will continue to be used.
The reason for the change of
plans was due to the "surprising"
number of letters and telephone
calls from students and faculty
expressing satisfaction with the
current pattern of school hours.
However when asked their
opinion about the proposed plan,
only a majority seemed to be aware
that a change was in the offing. At
this point it is academic to
describe the plans, nevertheless it
will give all those who did not see




p.m. 14 Day Sections, 2 Late
afternoon sections, 6 Evening
Sections. Total Sections: 22. Club
Hours: 2 per week (monday 1-1:50,
Wednesday 1-1:50) A student's
schedule of more than 9 credits
would require 4 or 5 days on
campus.
P roposa l B—8.00 a.m.-10:30
p.m. 14 Day Sections, 2 Late
Afternoon Sections, 6 Evening
Sections. Total Sections 22. Club
Hours: 2 per week (Wednesday 1-
1:50, Thursday 1-1:50) In order to
fill a 15 credit load, a student
would have a 4 or 5 day schedule.
Proposa l C—7:00 a.m.-10:30
p.m. 15 Day Sections, 2 Late
Afternoon Sections, 6 Evening
Sections. Total Sections 23. Club
Hours 4 per week (Tuesday 1-2:50,
Thursday 1-2:50). Other than
entering students who might be
able to use evening offerings, no 3
day schedules possible for 15
credits.
P roposa l D—7:00 a.m.-10:30
p.m. 17 Sections, 2 Late Afternoon
Sections, 6 Evening Sections. Total
Sections: 25. Club Hours None.
Same comment as proposal C.
Proposal E—8:00 a.m.-10:30
p.m. 15 Day Sections, 2 Late
afternoon Sections, 6 Evening
Sections. Total Sections: 23. Club
Hours: None. Same comment as
proposal C.
Proposa l F—8:00 a.m.-10:30
p.m. 14 Day Sections, 2 Late
afternoon Sections, 6 Evening
Sections. Total Sections: 22. Club
Hours: 4 per weeks (Monday 12-
1:50, Wednesday 1-1:50, Thursday
1-1:50) Same comments as
proposal C.
Current Schedule—8:00 a.m.-
10:05 p.m. 14 Day Sections, 2 Late
afternoon Sections, 6 Evening
Sections. Total Sections: 22 Club
Hours 2 per week (Tuesday 12-
1:50) Students can arrange 3 day
class schedules, and use the other
2 days for work, studying, etc.
The present schedule, while
making it easier for both faculty
and students, also results in
wasting valuable classroom space
on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
according to Mr. Sussman.
However he said he was willing to
sacrifice space for the comfort of
teacher and pupil. Nevertheless, in
order to get more students to
attend on Tuesday and Thursday,
Mr. Sussman believes that popular
classes should be scheduled on
those days.
P.S.C. M eeting where contract negotiations and other grievances
were discussed.
However, in order for the
organization to go on strike, they
must take a full membership vote,
with the executive board working
out a deadline after that. The
P.S.C. does not want to go out on
strike but there is a feeling that the
P.S.C. will have to strike sooner or
later in order to gain respect at the
bargaining table.
The P.S.C. chapter at York is
headed by Dr. Eugene Levin of the
Physics department and Edmund
Willis of the History department
who is also the grievance officer.
The P.S.C. is very concerned with
establishing a working
relationship with the ad-
ministration. They are very
anxious to arrange and negotiate a
balanced educational program. At
the present time there is a
reluctance on the administration's
part to provide properly-funded
high level low-enrollment courses
which are necessary for a student's
major. At the same time the
administration wants to increase
the class size of introductory
courses. The administration must
negotiate with the P.S.C. ac-
cording to the old contract. The
P.S.C. is willing to teach some
expanded sections in order to
balance off the small but necessary
sections of other courses. However
the P.S.C. emphasizes that it
should be up to the departments to
balance out individual teaching
loads. The P.S.C. is also contesting
the evening school session. The
area of disagreement is that these
sessions were not discussed with
any faculty members. The P.S.C.
feels that management is trying to
expand its authority in areas which
it is hot allowed. The evening
session was not presented to any
committee on which there were
faculty members, it was never
presented to the senate and never
negotiated with the P.S.C. It is this
last fact which is the moot point.
The administration, according to
the contract, is supposed to
negotiate any change in working
conditions. The P.S.C. is prepared
to take this point to arbitration if
necessary.
The Professional Staff Congress
also handles the appeals for
teachers who were not rehired by
their schools. They handle the
cases only when the teachers come
for help, and it does not matter if
the teacher is or isn't a P.S.C.
member. In addition to this, the
P.S.C. is trying to limit the powers
of the administration as much as
possible. A continuing problem for
the P.S.C. has been the apathy
they encounter within the ranks of
College teachers, which shows that
the students do not have a
monopoly on the industry.
The P.S.C, in addition to the
contract negotiations, are now in
the process of drafting a new
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Joel Agruso, Jim Casa, Gabriel Ceron, John Coltelli,
Andrew Gobioff, Jack Katzanek, Fred Munoz, Dolores
Naney, John Pagano, Joe Raskin, James Ryan, Pam
Simmons, James Theodorou (photo coordinator),
Antonio Velazquez, Adele Zylber.
Pandora welcomes your editorial comments in the
forms of Setters to the editor. Letters should be typed
and must be signed in full. Names will be withheld on
request. We will try to publish as many different
opinions on a variety of topics as space allows. Address
your comments to: Pandora's Box, 159)07 Archer
Avenue, Jamaica, N.Y. 11432, telephone number 969-
4230/1.
Editorial opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily the opinion of the staff or of each of the
editors, but rather the majority of the editorial board.
Letters To The Editor
Erroneous Info
To the Editor:
In your article, "Drugs Add To
Security, etc.", which appeared on
March 15, erroneous information
was given as to the procedure
involved in arresting a student who
has committed a crime on our
campus.
To set the record straight, Dean
Stern acts' only as a counsellor in
those instances and exercises no
power whatsoever in deciding
whether or not a student is to be
arrested. He does not make any
recommendations to Mr. Santiago
nor to any other security force as to
what legal actions should or
should not be taken.
The Dean's sole purpose is to
help each student in whatever
legitimate way he can, whether it
be achieving better grades or
solving personal problems. It
would be contrary to this purpose
for Dean Stern to play any role
adverse to the best interests of the
students and therefore, he has not,
does not, nor will he take part in
determining whether or not legal






I am writing in regard to your
article, "Life Experience Credits
Allowed" pg 5, 3/15/73. I happen
to be the author of the report you
printed, with the exception of
columns 2 and 3, paragraphs 7
through 14 which were the actual
proposal presented to the Senate
Caucuses, and passed by the
Senate, 3/13/73.
Column 3, paragraph 6 is also
incorrect. The resolution on L.E.
credit was formulated by the York
College Advisory Committee to the
Community Professional Program,
not the Committee on Admissions.
I do not write this letter because
I particularly wish publicity
regarding the Community
Professional Program. It is my
feeling that news reporting should
be accurate with proper credit
given to persons and committees
involved.
The development of this
program, and subsequent passage
of L.E. credits was quite a
progressive step for York College.
It came about after over two years
of struggle and work by com-
munity, faculty and students. It
should not have been treated so
lightly and inaccurately in the
York College newspaper.
Sincerely,




Apathy has been defined as the
"lack of interest or concern for
things which others find moving or
exciting." (Random House,
Dictionary of the English
Language; unabridged edition.)
Apathy sums up the attitude of
the student electorate toward the
members of the student caucus of
the York College Senate, which
"represents" them in school
matters.
Do the students of York want to
be represented by student
government? In the recent special
election an overwhelming 90% of
the student body did not vote. In
the general election held in
September and October, the
minimum 30% required by the
Board of Higher Education was
obtained;" but only after 3 ballots
were taken and the freshman class
was allowed to vote, although the
election was only for upper
classman.
As a member of the Student
Caucus, I have pondered this
issue. How do we represent the
majority of students, who have not
troubled themselves and probably
don't care what happens in this
school? Maybe they don't because
of low school morale? Maybe it is
because students desire no
representation?
Recently I was confronted by a
fellow senator who expressed her
frustration at my work as a
senator. "What did you expect
your responsibilities to be when
Behind Closed Doors
On Thursday, M arch 22 at 12:30, a meeting was held to discuss a
number of issues regarding the Fall 1973 Schedule of Classes.
While the meeting was to deal with topics such as the timetable of
classes and the amount of classroom space available, the most
important part of the meeting was number 2, Patterns. Patterns is
meant the way in which classes are being scheduled for next fall.
Since this is a gut issue with many problems arising from the
proposed schedules, this newspaper was interested in attending the
meeting. When first confronting Mr. Milton Sussman, Registrar,
and chairman of the meeting about the possibility of sitting in, he
replied, "There is no such thing as a closed meeting in this
school." We hate to disagree with Mr. Sussman^ but life just ain't
like that.
Due to the objection of Dr. Elizabeth Seittleman and supported
by a few other chairmen, we were ousted from the meeting for what
we thought was only a short time. We had been led to imagine that
we would only not be able to sit in on the discussion. But once the
door closed it never opened again.
While we have already dealt with the issue of patterns in the
above editorial, we condemn the chairmen for failing to make their
actions public. We were willing to wait, we were even willing to
miss the discussion, but to be forced to ask questions when
everything is over is almost worthless. It is common fact that the
students and faculty are opposed to the patterns. It is also known
that the faculty part of the Senate almost unanimously voted aginst
them. The patterns themselves are in the hand of every student in
the school. So what is to hide?
There is no apparent reason for such actions to be taken as was
done. People in this college, particularly the faculty, get very upset
when Pandora fails to publicize any important issues, but we will
never be able to print such issues if we are met with by attitudes
like these. Everyone fears change which might be negative, but
locking oneself in a room from the outside world will never affect
positive change. We will continue to try to the best of our abilities
to serve this college as a newspaper should and we will continue to
serve that function despite the attitudes we are faced with. There is
another meeting of the chairmen on March 29 and you can be sure
that we will be behind the door again.
Our Fathers Who Art
When York College lived in Bayside, it was only two-thirds of a
school. Students and faculty were there, but those grey-flanneled
executives we call the administration lived in a faraway place we
endearingly called Mount Jewel. Located on Jewel Avenue in the
Electric Industry Building, we had good reason to feel that way.
"We seldom saw the president and his boys and any cause for a trip
to that hallowed institution was cause for celebration.
It is only since we reached Jamaica that the administration has
become a part of the college. Being on the fifth floor, they have
subjected themselves to both those with valid complaints and those
with nothing but trouble on their minds. They have managed to
handle both adeptly. The problem here though is that one, many
things go on in the school which a lot of people suspect but do
nothing about and two, there are many students and organizations
who do not have the opportunity to walk casually up to the fifth
and talk to the deans and administration people.
Because of these conditions we propose that a monthly press
conference be held, not only for publications like this one, but for
all student leaders and organizations. The president and his ad-
visors could attend and in this way many of the problems that
circulate for two months before ever reaching the top man could be
discussed openly. It is true that the Senate meets with the President
often, but that does not help the other activities. Just as Chancellor
Kibbee held a student-conference when he was here, President
Bassin could hold the same type of meeting. Once a month would
be enough and they would be a real aid in facilitating student-
administration relationships and solving problems. There is no
good reason why the meetings cannot be held and as soon as
possible to see how they work out. Unless of course, there is some
executive paranoia about facing question and answer periods. But
even President Nixon overcame his.
you ran for senator?", she asked. I
replied that when I ran, I promised
to and that I was now doing so by
being apathetic. However there is a
moral to this. If every senator
were to take a cue from me, and
decide to represent the (silent)
majority of students, a reversal in
the current student attitudes
would take place.
If a chaotic atmosphere were
created, perhaps then our
apathetic peers might be aroused
to taking our interest in school
problems. Were it possible to
mobilize the students behind their
government, positive steps could
be taken towards forming a







I have heard many good
political jokes in my short career in
•politics, but none so distressing as
this. Did you know that our
beloved President Richard
Milhous Nixon has been
nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize? This dictator who has
caused more death and
destruction than any other man in
history, a man who will do
anything to gain a personal victory
has been nominated for this highly
coveted award.
If you feel as I do that this
appalling act can only disgrace the
people of the United States, then




immediately. Just think of what
would happen to the definition of
the word "peace" if Mr. Nixon is
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| Through The Looking Glass
PANDORA'S BOX Page 3
P.O.W. 's Homeward Bound
| by Douglas Kennedy |
They step off the plane, bounce
down the steps and walk quickly to
the impatient throng which is
forcibly held back. Their eyes are
bright, they smile frequently and
their uniforms are as crisply
pressed as the men themselves.
These are the American prisoners
of war. All those sons and brothers
and husbands and fathers who had
the unexpected privilege of
fighting the war without any
weapons but their minds and
bodies. Seeing the continual
television replays of man after man
stepping off the planes, one gets a
strange feeling. They used to call it
patriotism. It starts as a whirr in
your gut as if someone were mixing
a cake and then works up into your
chest. Sometimes it even gets in
your eyes and you almost wish that
you had someone on that plane to
belong to.
It is easy to forget these new
American heroes are coming from
another time, another world. They
look more like they've been on an
extended vacation in Acapulco
and there is nothing in their
visages to suggest grim tortures by
the s'.anted-eye captors of Sgt.
Rock comics. Someone over there
must have heard about the Geneva
Convention. It seems like they
have never been away, but seven
years is a long time and it is hard
to come home. Riots in Watts,
Lyndon Johnson and the
Baltimore Orioles vs. the L.A.
Dodgers in The World Series.
Much has changed since then and
yet much has remained the same.
One prisoner mentioned Cars and
girls and while we still have both in
abundance, he will be in for a
surprise when Ralph Nader and
Gloria Steinem talk about the two
From The City Desk'
in ways he never heard before.
Hair is longer, but these prisoners
will learn little of the generation
that wore it and their struggle to
bring these men back years ago.
Politics to them is meaningless and
Richard Nixon will stand only as
the savior who finally brought
then* home.And for still many, the
love they left seven years ago will
have disappeared because of
deaths and separations.
Society has changed in many
ways since these men were
snatched from it. And it will take
some time for them to learn that
many of the values that they
retained, and in some cases kept
them alive, have long been cast out
by their people. It is only until the
commercial offers of book and
movie companies begin that these
men can begin to feel what home
has now become.
We have never really had a
chance in this country to compare
our values to anything else and
therefore see where we have gone.
The army has told POW families
that they must be understanding
of any strange habits the returning
GI's may have. And already many
nod sympathetically when the men
talk about love of God, love of
country and love of family. Many
even have the audacity to say they
are going to stay in the Army.
"What, are they crazy?", you hear
people say, "Don't they know
about the "New America?"
But what is this "New
America"? Is it a place where we
are supposed to criticize
everything around us? This is our
country and when the hardhats say
"Love it or leave it," the important
part is to love it. We do not have to
blind ourselves to our failures and
essssss
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Did you ever wonder what
grudge Nelson Rockefeller bears
against this city? It seems as if a
week never goes by without the
Guv coming up with something
that will drive the people down
here absolutely up the wall. It's a
chronicle of mis-management-
The Metropolitan Transit
Authority, constant efforts to
destroy the City University, budget
cutbacks, the city rent control
programs in the city ending while
it stays in effect upstate- it's very
hard to find something that can't
be blamed in some way on Nelson
Rockefeller. Now, he's trying to do
another lousy thing to the city-
dominate it through a hand-
picked candidate for Mayor.
This isn't anything new for
Rockefeller. In 1965, the Governor
tried to do the same thing in
persuading John Lindsay to run,
but we've been through what
happened already. This time.
Rockefeller is pushing the man
, by Joe Raskin
who preceeded Lindsay, Robert F.
Wagner, Jr. (as of this writing
Wagner hasn't officially declared,
but he's doing everything except
that.) He's the son of one of New
York's greatest Senators, and
father of one of the candidates for
Councilman At Large in
Manhattan (which should create
some interesting situations should
Wagner III win nomination. Do
you support your father, or the
candidate of your party?)
Politically speaking, a Wagner
victory could be extremely ad-
vantageous to Rockefeller.
Considering the fact that 'i is
usually quite hard to find that
many Republicans in this city, it
would be quite a triumph for the
Governor if he were able to say
that he dominates the Mayor of
New York. This is especially true,
since no Republican Governor has
been able to make that boast in
close to a century. The two most
recent Republican Mayors here,
John Lindsay and Fiorello
LaGuardia, were both highly
independent types who utilized
support away from their party to
be elected and re-elected. (In
addition to that, neither was ever
particularly dependent on their
party. Both supported candidates
out of their parties). The same
holds for Wagner and Rockefeller.
Enter the Liberal Party.
The Liberals provided the
support Lindsay needed to win in
1965 and 1969, and its
predecessors played a large role in
the LaGuardia coalitions of the
Continued on pg. 18
mistakes, but we must at the same
time be willing to stand on a
platform on national television
and say that we love America. The
POW's have at least shown us that
there are still some who can say it.
Now it is our turn.
The return of the POW's has
caused its problems. Even now, all
those young men in Canada are
wishing that they could be step-
ping off one of those planes. They
are beginning to realize that seven
years in a Hanoi prison camp
3,000 miles from home was
probably not as bad as self-
imposed exile 100 miles from an
American border. No matter what
one feels about draft evaders, the
heroes welcome for the POW's will
necessarily create a hostility for the
returning exiles from the North. If
the POW's are the heroes, then the
exiles must be the cowards.
Though the logic may be poor, it
cannot be unexpected. There will
be no parades for anyone return-
ing from Quebec.
It has been a long time coming,
but the war is really over. It ends
the minute the last prisoner is
released and sent on his way. It
ends the hour that every American
family discovers whether their
hope has been fulfilled or not. It
ends the day all those wearing the
silver POW bracelets can only use
them as jewelry. The war has been
a long and costly one and as usual
the human element has suffered
the greatest. During this period of
history, we have learned to fear, we
have learned to cry and we have
learned to hate. It is now time we
learn to love.
4
Hand-wringers are never in
short supply, but lately I've run
into more than my share of
professional thinkers who believe
that every civilized notion since the
Renaissance has now been
abandoned. Many an Establish-
ment intellectual has begun to talk
like a Spiro hard-hat.
Liberals and conservatives have
translated the radical con-
demnation of the past and present
into despair over the present and
future. In ideology, we are left with
the radical's prophetic style
without the substance of his
demand for a better day.
Academic aristocrats are in
despair. At the Harvard-MIT
complex, still a Holy Office of
Letters and Intellect, I recall
reading in three days and three
nights the lament over "the
rejection of rationality.,.the loss of
liberal hope...the decline of
a u t h o r i t y . . . e s c a p e f rom
morals...depreciated respect for
Government" etc., etc., etc.
Cultured voices argued that
pornography has raped art, and
made sly references to people
under 35 who don't bathe as often
as God meant them to.
Distinguished professors called
attention to their own virtues and
depreciated the lack of respect. A
brilliant analysis of the past one-
hundred years shows that all of it -
notably the last ten years, as being
years of mistakes. On the question
of how to live together, it would be
to conclude that today's world has
not a single new idea to offer, not
one.
Maybe not. Brand new ideas are
hard to come by. But I suspect that
something fairly peculiar is going
iKaE3S3E3EaSaE3E3E3EK3£3i by Aian cooper E3£
Responses to recent columns have been various, including reactions.
Since writing this column, I have begun to feel like an individual-lonely.
Two deans crossed the street to avoid speaking to me and were wiped out
by the Q44 in terms of death. At the last senate meeting six students were
noted talking sign language, and ya know, there were, ya know, four
chiropractors, ya know, hired by the medical office to adjust the necks of
faculty, who had been shaking off "ya know."
Abuse #5: "centered around."
Try it! Just take a pencil and try it! Place a point on a paper. You can
make it the center of almost any figure, but try to make that center go
"around." In "center around" we have an illogical mixture of two clear
expressions, "center in" and "revolve around."
Abuse #6: "Just because...doesn't mean..."
"Just because a Volvo lasts twelve years in Sweden doesn't mean it is
more durable than a Chevy."
This one is also a hermaphrodite mixture of two "straight" expressions
and is one. of the most common abuses around. Listen to any cafeteria or
classroom conversation and you'll probably hear it at least once every
three minutes. (Don't forget to wince.) The first part of the expression
(Just because) introduces one animal (an adverbial clause). But the
second half of the sentence is only a predicate needing a legitimate
subject. (O.K., forget the grammar and look at the examples.)
Examples of correct usage with the subjects of the main verbs in italics:
"Just because it costs more, a car isn't necessarily better."
"The fact that a car costs more doesn't mean it's better."
Notice that in the abusive expression, we get the first half of one and the
second half of the other. The "because" clause tries to fake it as the
subject of the verb "doesn't mean."
"Just because it costs more doesn't mean it's better."*
Question: What is the subject of "doesn't mean?"
Answer: There is none.
•Something like this miserable piece of advertising is perpetrated by
Vega. The miserable construction I drive was perpetrated by Volvo.
Wfowfeo Tot
on.It's as if some idiot had raised
the ante on what it takes to be a
person, and the rest of us, accepted
it without noticing. And so we find
an aspiration gap. What we are as
individuals and groups falls short
of what we now consider normal.
We feel sent for and can't get
there. Samples:
—The roles into which society
locks people at birth - by sex, race,
class and nation - deny or
minimize the important qualities
of each individual. Sexism, racism,
and snobbery must be rooted out
because they corrupt democracy
and limit personal potential.
—Everybody goes to college to
learn something. In the happy
days of yore, the family sent their
son off to confirm their elite life-
style with the gentleman's; more
recently, rich Diana's were sent
away and to hunt.
—Since each of us can select
from several-dozen possible
identities and life-styles, from any
primitive or advanced culture, we
confront the crisis of finding out
who the hell we are.
—Having lost our innocent faith
in bureaucracy, governmental or
industrial, we search for new social
organisms that get results without
dehumanizing us.
--In our horrified discovery that
man's technology now dominates
nature, we are forced into public
and personal responsibility for the
environment.
-Now that our science has
conquered the outside world, we
must explore inner space, but we
cannot trust the church's maps. In
the pursuit of authenticity, people
try everything from pot to Zen, and
attempt the most audacious thing
by h.s. kalmanj
of all - the conscious creation of
religious myth and celebrations.
Even in weddings, roll-your-own
rites are on the rise.
-Man cannot work for bread
alone. That's a sellout. The job
must be intellectually rewarding,
socially valuable and financially
sweet.
-As mobility speeds up, we
strive to keep fleeting encounters
from being superficial. Status
games are intolerable. The sen-
sitivity movement, spreading like
crabgrass, tries to provide
techniques for turning strangers
into instant soul mates.
-At Freud's wake we embraced
the unconscious and with it the
suspicion that proper behavior is
not enough. We have to be decent,
deep down, not just act respec-
table. This gaudy ideal has not
been applied with rigor since
Christ noted that a man thinketh
in his heart, so is he.
—Western civilization's demand
for acculturation, for turning each
man and woman into a second-
rate WASP male, has given way to
a dazzling hope; that we rejoice in
our differences, the uniqueness of
each.
From these random notes, it
seems that the revolution of rising
expectations may have broken
beyond its materialistic limits.
Most of the specifics come at us
through vivid protests against
what we now are. All ages share
the discomfort. Because nobody
systematizes the demands we now
make upon ourselves, we become
the victims of our own sense of
inadequacy - and easy targets for
the worried minds to whom
nostalgia is an ideology.
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Keppel Tuition Report Being Fought
COMMENT
P.S.G. Testifies Against Tuition
Budget Cut Meeting
Ineffective
Testimony of Dr. David Goldman,
Associate Professor of Education,
Brooklyn College, CUNY,
Chairman of the Legislation
Committee of the Professional
Staff Congress/CUNY before the
Joint Legislative Committee on
Higher Education, March 15, 1973
I am David Goldman, Associate
Professor of Education at
Brooklyn College and chairman of
the Legislation Committee of the
Professional Staff Congress. The
P r o f e s s i o n a l S t a f f
Congress/CUNY is the collective
bargaining representative of the
16,000 members of the in-
structional staff of the City
University of new York.
I appreciate the opportunity to
present the views of the City
University instructional staff on
"Higher Education in New York
State," the Report to Governor
Nelson A. Rockefeller from the
Task on Financing Higher
Education, dated March 5, 1973.
I will address myself to four
major aspects of the Report: the
guarantee of access, the tuition
proposals, the question of in-
stitutional independence, and the
recommendation on collective
bargaining.
1. The guarantee of access.
The Task Force recommends
(page 8) "that all New York State
high school graduates beginning
with the class of 1974 should be
guaranteed the opportunity of up
to two years of post-secondary
education in the State regardless
of their income, race, sex or place
of residence within the State."
This generous promise is less
than what is available to high
school graduates in the City of
New York/, who are now
guaranteed four years, not two, of
higher education, not post-
secondary education, which is
defined in the Report (page 1,
footnote) as "collegiate and non-
collegiate."
Secondly, access is not
education. Admission by itself is
not "opportunity." What
guarantee, promise or provision
does the Report make that this
apparently open door will not be a
revolving door? What recom-
mendation does the Report make
to implement its stated goal (page
1), "The overall quality of post-
secondary education in New York
should be maintained and im-
proved"? The answer comes under
"Recommendations for Further
Action" (page 16): "The State
should expand its efforts to
provide remedial help for
academically deficient students,
including those with English
language difficulties, to insure that
all students have a fair chance to
succeed in post-secondary
education. If more funds are
needed for this purpose the
resources must be found." Where
such funds will be found-whether
from increased tuition or from
increased burdens on localities or
from some other source—is not
indicated by the Report.
2. The tuition proposals. We
are opposed to the imposition of
tuition at the City University of
New York for the reasons we have
stated so often in the past and
articulated so eloquently here by
the AdHoc Committee for the City
University of New York. The Task
Force's particular scheme to
sugar-coat the tuition proposal,
however, is especially ob-
jectionable.
The distinctions emphasized by
the Task Force between low-
income and middle-income
students will create class divisions
that do not exist on the campuses
of the City University and should
not exist on any campus. The Task
Force itself says (page 6, #24),
"Significant differences in
governance and finance exist
among the State University of New
York, the City University of New
York, the community colleges
outside the city, and the private
colleges...Feelings of inequity exist
in the minds of students, faculty
and the public, and the situation is
likely to grow more serious unless
changes are made." Creating new,
more basic differences are not the
changes that are called for. Free
tuition for everyone, at SUNY as
well as nl CUNY, would be a more
logical and equitable means of
eradicat ing discriminatory
distinctions.
The Report also suggests (page
13), "Consideration might be given
to a policy authorizing local
governments to provide limited
funds to students beyond those we
recommend to offset tuition or
other costs for students who live in
that government's jurisdiction." If
the State's commitments to
students are adequate, as the
Report claims they must be, why
should funds be recommended
"beyond those we recommend"? If
the State's commitments to
students are not adequate and
local governments must fill the
void, would it not open the door to
further State-city conflicts? As
State and city debate their
responsibilities each year, what
must the student do? Such a policy
would throw into even more doubt,
each year, the State's willingness
and the student's capacity to
finance his higher education. And
the differences among local
governments in investing such
additional funds would encourage
preciselythose inequities that the
Task Force labels as undesirable.
3. Institutional independence:
The Report recommends that the
Governor be empowered to ap-
point "more than one-half the
members of the Board of Higher
Education, but "to retain major
aspects of local initiative, other
appointments can be made as at
present by the Mayor of New
York" (page 15). How are "major"
aspects of local initiative retained
with a minority of the governing
body appointed by the local
government? And how is this
recommendation reconciled with
the "major recommendation"
(page 2), "The City University
should remain an independent
entity, and local concerns must be
adequately reflected in the1 hew
governance patterns"? What is
called for is a greater role of the
community in selecting its
representation on the Board,
through a blue-ribbon citizens'
panel to recommend such ap-
pointments, rather than a shift of
such powers to Albany.
4. Collective bargaining.
Passing mention is made of
collective bargaining (page 6, #27):
"Many questions about its effects
remain unanswered, and the
problems posed by collective
bargaining clearly deserve priority
attention." The calibre of the
relationship between the State's
universities and their collective
bargaining^ representatives is not
touched upon in the Report, nor
are the ramifications of that
relationship on the financing of
higher education in the State. The
rights and needs of the State's
instructional staffs certainly
deserve much more elaborate
attention than is given here, in
recognition of the key role played
by those staffs in maintaining and
improving the quality of in-
struction in the State's univer-
sities, which is a stated goal of the
Report (page 2).
This deficiency and the others
cited above are reflected in both
the composition of the Task Force
and in the sources used in for-
mulating its Report. The seventeen
members of the Task Force in-
cluded no representatives of either
the State's instructional staffs or
its students. The sources used by
the Task Force, as acknowledged
in the Foreword (page iii), are the
Heald Report of 1960, the Bundy
Report of 1968, and "information
generously provided by the staff of
public and private institutions and
by State and local authorities."
On behalf of the 16,000
members of the instructional staff
of the City University of New York,
we recommend a rejection of this
Report.
We recommend instead the
abolition of tuition at all the public
colleges and universities in the
State; the State's commitment to
fiscal policies that will maintain
and improve the quality of in-
struction at these institutions;
retention of the local in-
dependence of the City University
of New York; and the represen-
tation of instructional staffs and
students on all subsequent studies
undertaken by the State.
by Regina Vogel
If future meetings and con-
ferences against the City
University budget cuts is similar
to Sunday's meeting at Hunter
College, anyone who plans to be
staying at York or any branch of
CUNY better be prepared to pay
approximately $900 tuition.
That is the estimated cost to be
imposed upon each and every
CUNY student. Open Admissions
will be dissolved right before the
first Open Admission's graduating
class has an opportunity to prove
it's abilities or show it's faults.
SEEK, College Discovery, and any
special programs previously
planned to meet the needs of New
York City students will discover
that their budget has also been
cut.
Hunter's conference was
designed to bring together
members of the student govern-
ment and other interested
members of all CUNY branches in
an attempt to decide together the
demands we will fight for and how
we plan to go about on an anti-
budget cut campaign. As usual,
many students who are solely or
also interested in various other
campaigns distributed pamphlets
and mimeographs which have
absolutely little or nothing to do
with the budget cuts. As we waited
for information prepared by the
USS (University Student Senate)
we were beseiged with flyers
announcing the need for pro-
community control in District 1 or
for the need to demonstrate
against continued United States
support of General Thieu's
"repressive Saigon regime."
Whether these ideas are good or
bad is not important here, nor are
they at issue here—it is just that
from the beginning of Hunter's
conference, the time and energy of
the students who attended for the
sole purpose of fighting the
budget-cuts were wasted by other
issues that should be taken up at
separate and independent
meetings.
The meeting started off with
three students chairing the
conference. When one student
from the crowd questioned how
they were elected, the three did not
answer. The student who had put
the question before them stated
that he understood an election was
to take place at the beginning of
the meeting to decide who would
be chairing the conference.
The meeting was claimed to be
only set-up to provide "continuity
and guidance only" for CUNY
branches. From there the crowd
was to vote on accepting the
agenda, prepared in advance, for
the meeting. This schedule, which
included a message from Alan
Shark, proposals, discussions,
ideas of high school involvement,
demonstrations, letter-writing,
and workshops was voted down
and instead a proposal and
discussion schedule was set-up. As
one girl stated, we should forget
about letter-writing because as we
know it, "letters do shit."
Each student who wished to talk
about their proposal would be
given a three minute limit with the
opportunity for extra time if the
participants decide to grant it.
Many students rambled on for two
minutes and fifty-five seconds
about why we need no tuition and
the idea that we all have to fight
together—which is obvious and
not new to anyone. Their last five
seconds would include proposals
that were in everyone's minds or
which had already been stated. A
spokesman for the Brooklyn
Continued on pg.5
CANDIDATES FOR SENATE 1973-1974
Name
Address
Phone Number _Major_ Class & Cur. #
Select one and obtain 25 signatures. Circle the one you elect.
1. Humanities 4. Teacher Preparation
2. Social Science 5. Seek
3. Natural Science and Mathematics 6. Sophomore
7. Freshman (must have less than 28 credits in the 1973-1974 semesters)
Candidates need a 2.0 index and be a full-time matriculated student. A platform of 50 words
should be sent to Ms Gifford or Ms Osborn, room 334M on or before March 29th, before 4:30 PM.
Elections will be held between April 9 - 13th.
If you are running in more than one category, please submit an additional set of 25 signatures.
Signatures and social security number:
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Hunter College Meeting Bombs
Continued from pg. 4
Socialists suggested a joint strike
of students and faculty members
and he openly blamed Badillo and
Wagner for the cut-backs.
Brooklyn's Youn Socialist speaker
supported the planned April 4th
demonstration and asked • for
coalitions on campus and also the
involvement of the branches of the
State University of New York. The
Third World speaker announced
that the four demands of the Third
World are the only demands that
they would support.
If you have ever witnessed a
York College Senate meeting, you
know that correct procedures are
-'sometimes not used and all hell
breaks loose until parlimentarian
Marie Wittek sets • the
disagreement straight. These
meetings are calm and stable in
comparison to this budget-cut
meeting. Not one of the three
chairpersons knew proper
procedures, participants desiring
clarification or wishing to make a
point clear screamed "point of
information" or "point of order"
incorrectly. One student called put
"point of procedure" (point of
procedure?) which made York
Senators Joe Visconti and Shelley
Herzog stare at each other in
amazement. Had someone made
additions to Roberts Rules of
Order? No one on-stage could
rectify the situation and instead of
asking someone to act as referee,
one student chairing the
discussion wanted to procede the
way he felt was right (and which
was not). The situation became
worse when a student who had
•been acknowledged was later
refused to speak because what she
wanted to say had already been
stated.
Alan Shark, president of the
.University Student Senate, was
denied speaking time originally
planned on the agenda. However,
he got on-stage and announced
that what the meeting was to
accomplish was not being done,
nor was it headed in that direction.
He stated that he was leaving and
suggested that others leave also.
After he left the stage, York
Senator Joe Visconti spoke with
him. Mr. Shark explained that
CUNY was not fully represented at
this meeting. What this conference
turned into was several political
associations trying to combine
CUNY with their political ac-
tivities. He further explained that
the meeting became extremely
disorganized and even if a final list
of demands was made, the
students had no cooperative
organization for implementing
their demands.
Toward the end of the meeting
former Senator Neal Haynes the
only York student left, reported
that the Third World wanted to
use the four demands they sup-
ported, namely: (1) no tuition at
City University, (2) end attacks on
Open Admissions, (3) no cutbacks
in SEEK, College Discovery and
Financial Aid and (4 expansion of
Open Admissions, no cutbacks, no
tuition. Mr. Haynes explained thar
attheMarch27 rally, a Citywide-
Demonstration against budget-
cuts initiated by The Third World,
any signs not supporting any one
of the four demands of The Third
World will be "disposed of" and
the makers of these signs
"removed."
Student Senator Joe Visconti
explained the need for SUNY's
involvements: "The New York
State Legislature will vote and
decide on how' much money will be
given to CUNY for this fiscal year.
The Keppel Commission, set-up to
investigate and report their fin-
dings concerning the budget crisis
more or less stated that SUNY
pays tuition, so why shouldn't




Due to an "epidemic" of
irresponsibility on the part of the
work-study members of his staff,
and an increased demand from
instructors for his services
Professor Che Tsao Huang, head
of the Educational Technology
Department said that a situation
had developed, and almost
reached the pofnt where his
Department could not "handle it
anymore."
The Educational Technology
Department provides all services
dealing with the Media. They
include the circulation of films,
records, and tapes owned by the
College, the rental of films, the use
of the language Lab, the use of the
music listening room, the
preparation of transparencies,
slides and overlays, the production
of audiotapes and the provision of
projectionists.
The latter, are 25 students,
primarily charged with running
films which have been requested
by instructors. According to Mr.
Huang,- scheduled projectionists
often are not present to perform
their duties, thereby causing
inconvenience and irritation to
both student and instructor, and a
good deal of "embarrassment" to
Mr. Huang. Mr. Huang added
that problems often develope due
to "last minute requests" from
teachers. To remedy this part of
the problem, the new request form
must reach Mr. Huang's office at
least 48 hours prior to the an-
ticipated date of use. As for the
more serious problem of student
absenteeism, Mr, Huang feels that
perhaps full time technicians
would be more efficient and
dedicated than the current part
time student help.
Although overwhelmed by work,
as he is, Mr. Huang feels students
"do not take advantage" of the
services provided by his Depart-
ment. For example room 324M, is
the music listening room, to where
students can go to enjoy their
favorite music during class breaks.
For those who miss an important
guest lecturer or cultural event,
Mr. Huang's Department has
audiotapes that will enable them
to replay it...One of the latest
arrivals into the collection is a tape
of Eubie Blake's appearance here
on March 20.
On April 3, the Educational
Technology Department has
scheduled a symposium entitled
"Innovation in teaching" with
Professor Samuel Postlethwait of
Purdue University as keynote
speaker. Professor Postlethwait is
a nationally known figure, who
designed an auto-tutorial program
which has been implemented by
Universities throughout the
country. Joining Mr. Postlethwait
will be Prof. Gerald Posner of City
College, Prof. Alvin S. Konigsberg
of the State University of New
York at New Paltz, Prof. Bernard
Eisenberg of Kingsborough C.C.
and several members of York's
faculty and Administration.
Professor Postlethwait's multi-
media approach is being im-
plemented her,e by the Depart-
ment of Biology, and other
Department of Biology, and other
Departments have shown an avid
interest.
would have to give less tax
revenue. If CUNY allies with
SUNY who is presently asking an
end to tuition, we would have the
support of all upstate colleges and
therefore more support of upstate
legislators."
Neal Haynes suggests we do not
get involved in the March 27
demonstration, otherwise "they'll
be witnesses to a mob scene." Two
additional rallies have been
organized, namely the March 27th
bus to Albany and the April 7th
New. York City-wide demon-
stration. Mr. Haynes is thinking
about having a rally in King Park
in the near future in order that
information on the budget-cut
fight be made available to all York
students.
Starting on Thursday, the 27th,
there will be tables in the main
building with information and
model forms for the start of York's
anti-budget cut campaign-letter
writing. Although it was con-
sidered worthless by a student at
Hunter's conference, it could be
very effective in CUNY's fight if
everyone takes a few seconds and
writes to their Assemblymen and
Senators. Everything you need,
even the names of your
representatives, will be available at
the tables. And, if you have more
time to give to fight against
tuition, contact Steve Bernstein of
the Political Science Association,
Joe Visconti or Shelley Herzog of
the Caucus or just walk into room
125M and say you want to help.
Hunter's conference started the
anti-budget campaign off on the
wrong foot. York and CUNY need
your help and your support in
order to keep York tuition-free
and save SEEK, College
Discovery, and many more special
programs. It's no laughing matter,
because in September you may




Jack I. Poses, chairman of the
City University Construction
Fund, today announced that the
Bronx campus of New York
University will be purchased for
$62 million by the City University
of New York. Approval of the
purchase price was voted last week
by the trustees of N.Y.U. and the
Construction Fund, Mr. Poses
said.
The campus, encompassing
more than 50 acres above the
University Heights escarpment on
the east bank of the Harlem River,
will become the permanent site of
CUNY's Bronx Community
College which is expected to begin
classes there next September.
Negotiations of the sale price
has been underway for several
months following separate real
estate appraisals by consultants
engaged by the respective
universities. Sale of the campus to
CUNY was authorized by
legislation adopted in Albany last
year and signed into law by
Governor Rockefeller last May.
The same statute calls for merger
of N.Y.U.'s School of Engineering
and Science with the Polytechnic
Institute of Brooklyn.
Mr. Poses said that the newly
acquired property "represents a
major step toward relieving the
terribly congested conditions at
Bronx Community College whose
students have literally been
shuttled among a dozen
inadequate rented locations over
recent years." The Construction
Fund chairman said the new
campus will be used exclusively for
academic purposes by CUNY.
Not included in the sale are
N.Y.U.'s Harlem River Aerospace
Center, three residential apart-
ment houses near the University
Heights campus and a Univac
1108 computer. There are in
excess of 1.3 million square feet of
building space on the property
involved in the sale, according to
the appraisers' calculations.
Mr. Poses said that use of the
campus by Bronx Community
College is not expected to interfere
with building rehabilitation and
renovation work which CUNY's
campus planners consider
necessary for optimum use of the
University Heights buildings. He
noted that in excess of 12,500 full-
time students are enrolled at
Bronx Community College.
"These facilities will be used more
intensively by more students than
ever before," he asserted.
Dr. Seymour C. Hyman,
CUNY's deputy chancellor, and
Vice President John M. O'Mara of
N.Y.U., led the negotiating teams
for the two universities. Following
the appraisers' reports, a series of
bargaining sessions was held in
New York City and with the State
Budget Office in Albany where
Howard F. Miller, deputy director,
served as impartial chairman.
The Heights campus goes back
to N.Y.U.'s initial Bronx property
acquisitions in 1862. The campus
was officially opened in 1894 and
additional real estate portions
were added in 1908, 1928, 1945,
and 1948. It has been the home of
N.Y.U.'s University College as well
as the School of Engineering and
Science since its opening. Before
its move to the Bronx, the
University College was located in
the Washington Square area of
Manhattan, the major N.Y.U.
campus complex today.
The campus also is the home of
N.Y:U.'s Hall of Fame which since
1901 has displayed the bronze
busts of Americans selected by the
New York University Senate on the
basis of their outstanding con-
tributions to the nation. The Hall
of Fame, a national landmark, will
continue to be open to the public,
according to Bronx Community
College President James Colston.
Writing Skills Center Restructured
by John Coltelli
Over the past few weeks one of
the major concerns of faculty
members, administration and
students alike has been the future
of the Writing Skills Center. The
doubt concerning the Writing
Skills Center goes as far as to
question the need for it. Dr. Joan
Baum (administrator of the
program)^ in response to this,
called together a meeting which
was held on Wednesday, Nlarch 21,
to discuss the future of the
program. The planned change is
to include such items as tutors,
supervisors and also provides, for
the changing of it's location.
At present there are many
problems plaguing the program.
First of all, out of about thirty
instructors, only five have actually
recommended their students to the
center. Out of these few students,
attendance is very bad. Most come
the first two times but their at-
tendance record falls off
drastically from there. One reason
for this is the location of the
Center it is now being held in the
library. Another important factor
here is that most of the students in
the program are SEEK students.
Traditionally, SEEK students have
had trouble with availability of
time, many have children, jobs,
etc. This, in addition to the awk-
ward hours which the program is
being run under (10-2), makes it
difficult for most students to
attend regular meetings. Many of
the instructors feel that the lack of
many more students in the
program is due to a very informal
referral by the teachers. Most feel
•
Dr. Joan Baum of the English Department.
that placing more pressure on each
student to attend would help here.
Dr. Woolf Colvinv one of the
supervisors of the program, stated
that he felt teachers were putting
enough stress on the need of the
Writing Skills Center. One major
factor in the inability to draw more
students and keep those that are
presently attending is the in-
stability of the program itself. It is
now being run by four supervisors
and being taught by tutors who
don't show up on a regular basis.
In addition, its location and
structure seem to be very awk-
ward, to say the least.
The reconstruction of the
Writing Skills Center will be
directed towards making it a much
more stable system. To start off,
the center is being moved to a
room by itself on the third floor of
the main building. This added
privacy will do much in improving
the environment with which the
students have to deal with. Tutors
will also be working on a regular
basis, providing much more
security {o the students. Expanded
hours will also help those students
who under the present system
cannot attend the writing
program. Perhaps the most im-
portant aspect of this restructuring
is the fact that there will be only
one supervisor. The unity this
move will bring about should
make the Writing Skills Center a
much stabler and much improved
program to work with.
Dr. Duane Devries, Professor of
English, stated that the Writing
Skills Center, with the im-
provements, should become a
much more worthwhile program.
Hopefully, he'll be correct in his
estimation.




When Gregory Thorpe came to
York College he was apprehensive
about the future experience.
Today, three years later, he has
completed 93 credits with a 3.38
cumulative index and has been on
the Dean's List for two con-
secutive years.
"I attended Andrew Jackson
High School in Queens," he says.
"I did well the first semester but
then problems at home interfered
with my progress and I fell
behind. After that, it was all
downhill. I finished with a low
average. I knew then that college
would be totally out of my reach.
Those were the days when CUNY
had such absurd entrance
requirements."
He paused for a moment and
one could tell by his expression
that those days back in the early
'60's were full of painful
memories.
"No one tried to help. The
teachers were so indifferent - I
was never referred to a guidance
counselor nor did I ever have any
assistance in developing future
plans. I went through the motions
day in and day out. When I
graduated in '64 I went to work
for a department store in New
Rochelle."
But that employment did not
last long.
"... I was first hired as a stock
boy and later promoted to
Assistant Manager. Actually, the
management position made me
nothing more than a 'glorified
stock boy.' This was a cutthroat
business where I was working 49,
1/2 hours per week and earning
$60.00."
He left this job, and in March,
1965, joined the Air Force.
"I had led a relatively sheltered
life until I joined the Air Force.
Being Black in Queens where I
had lived most of my life was very
different from being Black in
Montgomery, Alabama, where I
was stationed after basic training
in San Antonio, Texas. The year
was 1965 and the "Black
Movement" under the leadership
of Dr. Khig was gaining
momentum ' in , the state of
Alabama. In the barracks racist
feelings were running high. One
other Black and I had been
among those to take a class
examination. I scored second
highest. Some of the White
enlisted men doubted my ability
and questioned the validity of the
test. They had failed. This matter
was referred to the Sargeant in
Charge. His solution was to grade
the tests on the curve."
In the Air Force Greg became
a dental technician and in 1968,
after being discharged from the
service, he went to work in his
newly acquired profession in
Rome, New. York.
"Working conditions were very
poor. The job was interesting and
I enjoyed it - but management's
attitude and the pressure was
something else. I had become
more sensitive to prejudice. I
discovered in my employer a
manifest paternalism. This is an
attitude in which the employer is
condescending and needlessly
limiting. He made me feel
obligated. I knew I was skillful
and an excellent worker, but his
lack of recognition disturbed me.
I refused to be trapped by his
paternalism - others had and they
knew it was too late to quit. I
could still move out."
Greg moved to White Plains
and worked briefly for another
dental firm. Although conditions
were better here, he remained
restless. A friend of his brother
had been admitted to the SEEK
Program and was doing well.
Greg applied to the SEEK
Program and was admitted to
York College in the Spring of
1970. It proved to be a good
decision.
He spoke about his experiences
here at York, his future plans.
"I am the student represen-
tative to the CUNY Wide
Committee on the SEEK budget.
I have worked as coordinator for
the Independent- Black
Organization and the play
Requiem For A Junkie- presented
by the Black Players Guild. By
the way, performances such as
Requiem For A Junkie, written
and directed by Jim Storey, a
counselor in the SEEK Program,
photo by Antonio Velasquez
are essential in combatting
paternalism. They allow the
Black student to show his talent
to a vast audience; they give him a
new and very real sense of
dignity and self-esteem. This
new self-confidence can be crucial
in the academic success of the
student. It can also influence
others to view the student in a
new light. I am optimistic about
the future. With programs such
as SEEK, properly funded, we
can at least hope to break the
poverty cycle. The public must be
informed about the ac-
complishments of SEEK and
similar programs. We must not
allow ourselves to be stereotyped
as a rip-off and pay-off program
serving only Blacks and
remaining ineffective. SEEK
must be viewed for what it really
is - an effective instrument of
progressive change for all
disadvantaged people.
As a Political Science Major,
Greg should be awarded the
baccalaureate degree in
February, 1974. York College
offers the B.A. and B.S. degrees
in Liberal Arts and Teacher
Preparation. Greg attributes part
of his high academic achievement
to the support and en-
couragement he has always
received from the SEEK Staff.
"I want to become involved in
helping others go through my
experience at York and other
institutions of higher education. I
would like to work at the local
level in housing and education
programs. In these days of racial
conflicts, drug abuse and con-
fusion, we must be beacons to our
youth pointing the way to a more
rewarding life."
By Pam Simmons
Student Development Forum was
devised by Harriet Vines as an
"opportunity to provide a vehicle
to gain experience," but the
project has branched out into a
larger project for York College
students with the hope of helping
each other.
Student Development Forum is to
be in the form of lecture, panel
discussion, or a discussion group
open to all, guided by the Division
of Student Development. Interest
of faculty and other divisions
beside Student Development are
always welcome. The project came
about when professors of the
Liberal Arts courses realized that
specialized problems were shared
by all. The Student Development
Forum centers on five topics. They
are "Changing Life Styles and
Values," "Changing Roles-Males
and Females," "Modern Day
Family," "Open Marriage," and
"Sexual Relationships." While
these topics were undergoing close
scrutiny, a second plan for the
Student Development Forum was
formulated. Both Forums have the
same objectives, except the latter
one deals in two areas only.
"Chooding a Carrer" and "The
Meaning of Work" have been
designated as the group titles.
Even though Ms Vines hopes to
have these groups working this
term, the original idea keeps
expanding.
While both forums were carefully
thought out, the original list of
twenty suggested groups were
condensed by the Division of
Student Development. Appearing
in the most demand from tallies of
CLUB ACTIVITIES:
student enrollment into these
programs were "Academic Dif-
ficulties-Why Am I Having A
Hard Time?, " "Personal
Problems," "Women: Who Are
We?"
Individuals will be screened by
Thelma Metz, and David Brandt
for the "Academic Difficulties"
group, as opposed to the "Personal
Problem" group. The latter group
will be dedicated to self-awareness,
and will maintain small group
meetings, as well as private
meetings with counselors.
The Division of Student
Development has contacted the
"Academic Difficulties" group,
"Open Rap , " "Personal
Problems," "Self-Awareness" (on
going sensiivity group) and
"Women: Who Are We?" All
groups are to be supervised by the
quafiified members of the Division
for Student Development.
There is another advantage to the
Student Development project.
Students will be brought together
outside class hours. Clubs are
established in York lacks Student
Spirit. Many of the students hold
jobs and are not located on the
same campus; but we aren't the
size of Brooklyn College (31,415),
and finding friends isn't an im-
possibility. With fewer people
students should be able to work
closer and more efficiently in
improving York College. York's
image must be built up through
faculty working with students, and
students working together for the
benefit of all. We must improve
student programs so we won't
remain the unknown York College
of New York City (and not Penn-
sylvania).
Ecology Day
Dr. Margaret Mead said fifty
years is a generous estimate of
time before our world a course of
collapse due to air and water
pollution, drainage of our natural
resources, and population ex-
plosion.
Ecology became a key word to
know in the late sixties. Such
phrases as "Earth Day,"
"recycling," "ecological balance"
or "peace with the environment"
became popular.
The cries for ecological balance
and peace with the environment
are becoming things of the past,
People are losing interest in the
hazardous condition in our
environment.
The problems are real and now
it is up to the people of today to
try and "clean up" the world, if
not for ourselves, at least for
future generations.
Board of Health:Wolk-ln Info Center
With the growth, of the
population of Queens, problems
have arisen everywhere from
health to crime prevention. In
order to prevent a continual oc-
curences of these problems, the
New York City Department of
Health has established a com-
prehensive borough Health
Education and Information
Center. The Queens Center is an
educational, service, and research
demonstration program located in
the Jamaica Health Center at 90-
37 Parsons Boulevard, around the
corner from Jamaica Avenue. It
has no special funding by the city,
but rather financial support comes
from the efforts of public and
private agencies, as well as from
many private citizens in Queens.
The educational portion of the
program will be a continuing
education and in-service training
programs for both professionals
and lay people, and in addition,
there will be regular showings of
health films, lectures, demon-
strations, health education
materials, and the distribution of
literature and posters to the
public.
The center can be a walk-in
facility providing assistance to the
residents Of Queens in utilizing the
many health, social, and medical
facilities to meet their mental,
physical, emotional and social
needs. It can be a unit for walk-ins
where prompt crisis intervention of
acute problems will be available. A
volunteer division will be created
to fill in the gaps in service where
the agencies can't step in.
Research-wise, it will obtain health
data which will be a continuing
health profile of the community's
needs.
The basic activities of the center
are this:
1. A walkrin information center
on the health resources in Queens.
2. Information and referral
manual for conditions other than
health needs.
3. An audio-visual cneter
providing film showings, lectures,
demonstrations, exhibits, a
possible health museum,
distribution of reading materials,
and a newsletter.
4. In service training for
professionals, para-professionals,
lay people, as well as the establish-
ment of a consumer education
program.
5. Prompt crisis intervention for
anybody with acute health
problems.
6. A center for health data
statistics.
7. Expansion of Outreach
facilities through Community
Outreach Workers.
In addition, the Board of Health








The^ board also provides for
testing for V.D., high blood
pressure, and sickle cell disease.
Health care is also available for
those who can't afford it. For
further information call OL 8-
6600.
On March 13th, The Ecology
Club at York held its first
meeting. Ten people attended,
including its sponsor, Dr.
Manche. The club will serve a
multitude of purposes.
The first reason is to bring
together those people, students
and faculty alike, who are deeply
interested in doing something
about the problems in our en-
vironment. The club is to be one
of action.
Second, the club is to function
in coordinating ecologically
oriented programs. One such
program, presently in its infancy,
is the development of a recycling
program. This would include the
recycling of paper, glass, and
various metals.
We are presently investigating
the purchase of a glass and metal
compactor. A fifty-five gallon
steel drum can hold 400 pounds
of broken glass, and only 80 to 90
pounds if unbroken..
A second project would be to
educate the population of York
College on ways they can help
fight pollution. For example,
approximately 20 kilowatts of
electricity are wasted every hour
when lights are left on in
unoccupied rooms. Turning off
the lights will limit the waste of
electricity and also save the school
money as well.
Sixty years ago, Theodore
Roosevelt realized the natural
beauty in our land and feared
that one day it would become
nonexistent. Peace with the
environment must become more
than a popular phrase. It must be
the cornerstone for the recon-
struction of our environment.
The Ecology Club will be
meeting after 1:00 p.m. Tuesday,
in room 17C in Bayside. For
further information, contact
Andrew Schwartz, the acting
president of the club at (516) HU
2 7098





w tk Uttwtafe Stage
by R.E. Harley
Super Stars of Baseball
by Bob Broeg
The Sporting News $8.95
Many compiliation books have
appeared in the past year „ (like
"This Great Game," and "The
Sports Immortals"). This book is
devoted entirely to Cartwright's
pet and it's beautiful. To borrow a
phrase from Roger Annell, this
book will really light up your
interior stadium.
In terms of style, it compares
somewhat to Mac Davis' "100
Greatest Sports Heroes," but only
in the way of telling about each
figure in his own chapter. Broeg is
the sports editor of the St. Louis
"Post Dispatch (no wonder I like
him)," and he must have gone
through the files of every sports
section in the country to compile
this data. It really does give the
complete story on each of the
outstanding players of this
country, from Alexander to
Young. And the pictures! I
imagine that some of them are
very rare, with a capital "-are."
For instance, there's a shot of
Jimmie Foxx receiving his M.V.P.
award in 1938, and standing next
to him, wearing a scowl and a
high pompador, is a young Red
Sox' outfielder by the name of
Williams. What ever happened to
him? Then there's the famous
picture of Gabby Harnett leaning
over the Wrigley Field railing to
talk to the then-owner of Chicago,
AI Capone. Or, how about the
team picture of the Stag Jrs. A.C.
in St. Louis. Sitting in the front
row is a heavy-haired kid named
Garagiola, and in the second row
(I didn't need the caption for this
one) is the one and only Yogi.
The back of the book is devoted
to the lifetime records of each of
the 40 players, and they're
complete, even up to the minor
league records. Even the
"Baseball Encyclopedia" doesn't
have that. Perhaps the one thing
that's bad about this book is
Broeg's introduction. It gets
rather mawkish, and it's amazing
that the same man wrote both the
profiles and the introduction.
When you find yourself caught
in the miidle of watching one of
those marathon extra-inning
games this summer, pull out this
book. It could make even a
Padres-Expo game go faster.
The World Series




Rand McNally?!?! The map
guy? Yes friends, the boys out in
Chicago have put together a
pictorial review of the October
classic, and well, the pictures are
good. The prose (what there is of
it) isn't so hot. It's not even
lukewarm. Hell, it's not even
there.
The writing consists of about
400 words for each series, a
quickie interview with one of the
participants in that particular
series, and a box score for each
game. The rest of the space is
taken up by action and portrait
shots of the outstanding players
in the series and, perhaps the best
thing about the book, various ads
showing a profound world series
influence. Things like: "Rogers
Hornsby built himself up by
drinking Bordens' Selected
Milk." I'll drink to that. And not
milk, either.
Being a tried and true Met fan,
I'm pleased to note that the Mets
get few more pages than anyone
else, which is only fair. The best
ones in the book though, are the
early series'. Flicking through the
pictures and looking at Connie
Mack and his straw boater,
Heinie Groh and his milk bottle
bat, John McGraw and his scowl,
Frank Chance with Tinker and
Evers, and Chick Gandil with his
shame.
As a photo album, this volumn
meets all of the requirements, and
that's fine, as that's all it intended
to be. But, don't come to this
book expecting a large amount of
purple prose, for you'll (if I can
get cute for a second) be thrown
out before you get to first.
The faculty union of City
University charged today that a
State recommendation that tuition
be imposed at CUNY would create
class divisions among low-income
and middle-income students at the
State's universities.
The statement came in
testimony presented to the Joint
Legislative Committee on Higher
Education by Dr. David Goldman
of the Professional Staff
Congress /CUNY, which
represents the 16,000 member
instructional staff of CUNY.
At issue was the proposal by
Governor Rockefeller's Task Force
on Financing Higher Education
(the Keppel Commission) that
tuition be imposed on all students
and then subsidized by the State
for some, depending on Family
income.
"Free tuition for everyone, at
SUNY as well as at CUNY," the
union said, "would be a more
logical and equitable means of
eradicating discriminatory
distinctions," which the Task
Force itself had acknowledged.
PSC further claimed that the
selective student aid proposal,
relying as it would on annual
appropriations, would ssbject the
education of the neediest students
to yearly "vagaries of the State
budget and the political winds."
Students' Right to Work
The union blasted the Task
Force suggestion, under its
proposed "Student Bill of Rights,"
that state aid be cut after the first
two years of college because then
students may work part-time,
during the summer or by
"stopping out for a period."
Dr. Goldman said, "The right to
work and the right to 'stop out' of
college in order to finance a college
education need hardly be
established by the State of New
York."
Guarantee of Access
The union said that the
Commission's proposed guarantee
of access to post-secondary
education would diminish the
availability of higher education
that already exists in New York
City under Open Admissions.
'Access to What?'
The union criticized the Task
Force's failure to provide fiscal
support for maintaining and
improving the quality of higher
education except as a "recom-
mendation for further action."
The Commissions's Report, PSC .
stated, "glosses over the pressures
that are pushing us in the opposite
direction—toward an erosion of
quality.
"It is fraudulent to provide
'access' first and to promise
'further action' at some future
date and at some unknown price to
accommodate-- to properly
educate—those given such access."
Calling The Higher-Ups New Health Ed. Major Program
by Andrew Gobioff
Ever think about calling up the
B.H.E.? On Wednesday, March
21, a staff-member of Pandora's
Box, specifically me, came across a
reason to call the Board. Knowing
that it would be a highly
dangerous and risky mission and
that the abstraction of Editors,
that can be seen in this place
would have selected me unless they
considered me fully trained and
capable of such things, I prepared
to start. The preparation consisted
of a crew of highly-skilled experts
in every area and aspect of
telephone usage, a deluxe set of
1000 strongmen, all of whom were
fully capable of ripping exactly in
half any telephone directory in the
state of Manhattan, an
autographed photo of Alexander
Graham-Bell, and a 1987 moon-
shot of Venus-. I also had a
machine which could understand
and interpret anything, including
Jack-the-Ripper's autobiography.
I knew that the assignment wasn't
easy, because another staff
member had tried it previously,
and was, last seen mountain-
climbing.
Courageously deserting my
birthplace and the confusion
which I had known all my life, I
climbed onto the wires and started
to move along them, as I dialed.
The first thing I received was
recorded message asking if I was
calling from inside or outside
Hunter College, and giving me
alternate instructions to follow in
either circumstance. Next, I tried
calling Information, but they gave
me the same number which was
360-2141. News staffmember, who
was standing by , dialed the
number and received busy ssgnals
and variety of creative nonsense.
Douglas Kennedy, the Editor in
Chief, who was hanging around
(by his feet) tried dialing the
number and received a weather
report. I copied down the in-
formation that the weather-lady
reported over the phone. It was
43% 47 humidity (excuse me if I'm
lousing this up, but I've never
reported the weather before. That
just isn't one of our assignments) I
also have 790 written down here
but I'm not sure what it means.
He tried dialing another number
but he couldn't get the weather-
lady off the phone. He tried
pressing the button, but she just
didn't want to leave. All we wanted
was some simple information
about deans (right now it's fifty-
three degrees). Next we called the
operator who turned out to be the
York College operator. She didn't
have the number. We had been
told to call the operator by the
Graduate Division. They were
supposed to know these things, but
they didn't have the number,
either.
Meanwhile the Editor-in-Chief
was making some comments on
the situation. He stopped crying
long enough to remark that "The
telephone is the worst invention
ever made." As the weather-lady
recording started in again he
wildly stamped his foot down on
the button, commenting that the
telephone is the weirdest thing
since the invention of the wireless.
At one point, I tried calling the
B.H.E. back and got a recorded
message saying the call could not
be completed and asking me to
dial again. The last time I called
that number, I heard weird rhyth-
ms and then...intricate silence.
We finally called the Office of
University Relations anf asked for
someone called Mr. Paley. We
couldn't get him. We wxplained
what we wanted and then were told
to speak with Audrey King, who
sends out the news releases. She
wasn't there and we were told to
wait, and they'd call us back. We
called the next day, asked for Mr.
Paley, but we were told that he was
in Albany, and then spoke with
Audrey King. She promised to
send the information to us, so
because of the bastards all over the
place, this article has to have a
serious ending. But what the hell is
going on at the Board of Higher
Education anyway?
If you are turned on by health
and interested in a career that
deals with issues and problems
related to drugs, sex, nutrition,
fitness, and the environment
among others, why not look into
York College's new Health
Education Major Program?
Recently the Curriculum
COmmittee and the Senate passed
two majors. One is in Community
Health Education, the other in
School Health Education. Both are
awaiting final approval by the
Board of Higher Education and if
granted, interested students will be
able to pursue either one or both of




prominent in recent years, working
in Departments of Health,
hospitals, United States Public
Health Services, the United
Nations and a variety of public and
private health programs. The
Community Health educator's
purpose is to spearhead
educational efforts over a wide
range of health problems varying
from weight control to family
planning and drugs. Often,
Community Health educators go
on to graduate schools to receive
advanced degrees in public health.
The program in School Health is
designed to meet current and
future New York City and State
needs for qualified teachers (36
semester hours of course work in
Health). This need was prompted
by the enactment in 1967 of the
New York State Critical Health
Problems Bill, which mandated
the inclusion of health instruction
at all levels of elementary and
secondary school education.
The curriculum includes a
number of existing courses such as
Sex.and Sexuality, Drug Use and
Abuse, and First Aid and Safety
Education. Among the new
courses which have been added are
Nutrition and Health, Consumer
Health, Family Health and Health
Counseling.
As the time draws near for
students and departments to make
registration decisions for the fall, it
is important that students in-
terested in either of thehealth
education major programs to
communicate with the Depart-
ment of Health and Physical
Education as soon as possible.
Additional information can be
obtained from Professor Morton
Fine or Mrs. Harriet Schneider,
both in room 308 at the Hillside
Center.
Photo by Antioinio Velasquez
A recent meeting of department chairmen headed by Dean of Faculty, Lewis Bodi. Some of those in
attendance are from 1. to r. are Amos Odenyo, Alan Cooper, Emilia Doyaga, Bodi, Robert Parmet and
Marv Beck.






Typists, Layout People . . .
Join Pandora's Box.
No experience necessary.
Drop in anytime or during club hours
at room 21 5, Archer Avenue building.
VENEREAL DISEASE
DANGEROUS
York College Medical Health Services is providing a voluntary, confidential
VD TESTING PROGRAM. It's held daily, 9-5 PM, room 553M.
Telephone 969-4160 or 4161.
Attention: Pre-Dental Juniors
The final date for filing for the spring
Dental Admission Test is April 27-28.
Get applications from Mr. Rickard,
Mondays - Bayside cafeteria, Tuesday through
Friday - Jamaica , room 318 M.
Committee of Student Evaluation
of Teaching Effectiveness
is considering a revision of the evaluation forms. The form now in
use will be on reserve in the library. We welcome all suggestions
for additions, deletions,or improvements of the current form.
Please communicate your suggestions in writing this week to:
Alan Katz,
Student Caucus Office, room 125M.
Students, Faculty, and Administration Unite!
Get involved in a
U)ALK-A-THON
for The March of Dimes
APRIL8,1973
For Futher infor, contact:
Robin Levine
897-0427 or room 125M, 969-4206
York Co-ordinator for the March of Dimes.
SPC presents
MOVIE
(The title of which has not been made
available. Watch flyers for title.) <
Wednesday, March 28th room 404H
2-4 PM Free!
The Political Science Association needs new
members to:
• plan activities • work for mayoral candidates
• co-ordinate programs and
•initiate courses of action »work against budget cuts!
Come to our meetings on Tuesday, 12 noon,
room 305H. All Invited.
ANTI
BUDGET-CUT
hit&i peittiwiuQ now going wt tic fte main kuMiaq.
Sam CUWIJ hm twiuwl
Financial Aid Workshops
Final Notice: Deadline For submission of completed
applications for financial assistance for 1973-4 is
April 30, 1973.
Workshops f Mondays 4-5 PM room 004M
for April: { Tuesdays 12-1 PM room 106M
Applications will be distributed in workshops.
Cmcimmts Roiftcug Fat Womm
Mondays 10am—Room 526
3pm — Room 006
More groups will be started if there is a demand for them.
For further information contact-
Jackie Cooper Gordon
Division of Student Development
Room 320 M 969-4076
Grades Go Down
Last Semester?





Division for Student Development
969-4076
room 321M
Al l club activities ads are printed free! Deadline is Friday, 12 noon for the following Thursday issue. Ads are,
of course, subject to a first-come, first serve basis so either call up (969-4230/1) or send (room 215, 159-07 Archer
Avenue) your ads as soon as possible
March 29, 1973 PANDORA'S BOX Page 9
Who Really Runs The Organization?
Editor's Note: This information
provided by Aubrey King of the
CUNY Public Relations Office
discusses how deans are ap-
pointed, promoted and suspended.
The article also helps to define the
duties of the deans and answers
some of those vague questions
referring to those men on the fifth.
APPOINTMENTS
TO THE INSTRUCTIONAL
STAFF-NOTICES: a. All ap-,
pointments to the instructional
staff, except as otherwise provided,'
shall be made by the Board upon
the' recommendation of the
President.
b. Except for the appointment
of persons to the University In-
stitute of Oceanography or of
persons whose sole educational
duties shall be administrative, all
original appointments to the
instructional staff shall be made to
a department. All such original
appointments shall be for one year
or less except that the Board may,
in exceptional cases, make ap-
pointments for a period not ex-
ceeding three years.
c. In the case of the ap-





university assistant dean, dean,
associate dean, assistant dean, or
principal, the affirmative vote of a
majority of all members of the
Board shall be required. In the
case of the removal of a chancellor
or a deputy chancellor, vice-
chancellor or university dean,
university associate dean, or
university assistant dean may be
made by the Chancellor. Removals
from appointment as vice-
president, assistant vice-president,
dean, associate dean or assistant
dean or principal may be made by
the president responsible for the
educational unit involved.
d. Appointment of a president
of a community college shall be
subject to the approval jaf the
Board of Trustees of the State
University of New York.
e. Each appointment shall
terminate at the terminal date
specified in the appointment. The
notice of appointment shall state
specifically that the appointment
is of a temporary nature; that it is
subject to financial ability; shall
give the terminal date of the
appointment and shall' add that
services beyond the period in-
dicated in the notice of ap-
pointment are possible only if the
Board takes affirmative action to
that effect.
f. Notice of reappointment or
non-reappointment shall be given
by the President or his designee to
persons in titles on the permanent






Members of the instructional staff
may be suspended or removed for
one or more of the following
reasons:
a. Incompetent or inefficient
service.
b. Neglect of duty.
c. Physical or mental in-
capacity.
d. Conduct unbecoming a
member of the staff. This
provision shall not be so in-
terpreted as to constitute in-
terference with academic freedom.
PRESENTATION
OF CHARGES, a. Charges
against a member of the in-
structional staff may be made by a
president, vice-president, dean.
department chairman, principal,
member of the Board, a committee
of the Board, or the Board itself.
Charges shall in the first instance
be presented in writing to the
president together with such
evidence as would support the
charges. It shall be the duty of the
president if he determines the
charges are substantial, to serve
the person involved with a notice
setting forth all the charges and
the specifications thereof pending
against him. The president shall
forthwith send a copy of the
charges and specifications to the
College Personnel & Budget
Committee, or a faculty committee
designated by it, together with a
statement as to when the charges
and specifications were served on
the person involved.
SUSPENSION
UNDER CHARGES. Any person
against whom charges have been
made at any time during the
pendency of the charges be
suspended with pay by the
president of the college.
SERVICE OF
CHARGES, a. Service of the
charges and specifications by the
president shall be made in the
following manner:
1) By personal delivery to the
person involved, or
2) If personal delivery, cannot be
made with reasonable diligence, by
registered or certified mail or by
leaving a copy with some person of
an age of discretion at the place of
residence of the person involved
and by notifying such person of the
nature of the papers and by
leaving a duplicate of such charges
and specifications at the college or
school where such person is
assigned with some person is
assigned with some person of
discretion at the place where such
person is accustomed to report for
duty, or,
3) If service cannot, with
reasonable diligence, be made as
provided under paragraph 1 or 2
of this subdivision, by posting a
copy of the charges and
specifications upon the bulletin
board of the college or school and
of the department to which the
person involved is assigned.
b) An affidavit by the person
who has served such charges in any
manner prescribed in "a" above
shall be presumptive proof of the
facts therein set forth.
NOTICE OF IN-
V E S T I G A T I O N AND
HEARING. The College Personnel
& Budget Committee, or a
committee designated by it, shall
immediately notify the person
involved of a date at which a
hearing and investigation of thh
charges shall be held. Said date
shall be no later than 10 days from
the date that notice of the charges
was served by the president.
INVESTIGATION
AND HEARING. The committee
shall conduct the investigation and
hearing according to such rules as
the College Personnel & Budget
Committee may from time to time
establish. The committee shall not
be bound by the rules of evidence
observed in courts of law. There
shall be a transcript pf the hearing.
RIGHTS AT IN-
V E S T I G A T I O N AND
HEARING. The person involved
shall be entitled to representation
during, the investigation and




HEARING, a. The committee
shall, upon the conclusion of the
investigation and hearing, without
un-necessary delay, make a report
to the president, together with its
recommendations. If the charges
are sustained, the penalty may
consist of a reprimand, suspension
with or without pay or removal.
The president shall make a report
to the Board together with his
recommendations. No member of
the instructional staff shall be
removed except at a regular or
special meeting of the Board by an
affirmative vote of the majority of
all the members of the Board,
except members ex officio.
b Prior to the Board's final
determination and judgment, the
person involved shall be entitled to
an appeal before the Board on the
record with the right of
representation by any person or
persons of his choice.
EXCLUSIONS. This
article shall not be applicable to
those members of the instructional








associate and assistant deans, the
business managers and all persons
who are employed full-time on an
annual salary basis in titles on the
permanent instructional staff,
except college laboratory
technicians shall have faculty
rank. All persons having faculty
rank shall have the right to vote
both in the faculty of which they
are members and in their
respective departments provided,
however, that they have not
received notice of non-
reappointment. Members with
faculty rank in the Hunter College
High School and the Hunter
College Elementary School shall
be subject to the limitations in
Section 8.3 which refer to them.
DEFINITION OF
FACULTY STATUS. Persons
employed in the titles of instructor
or lecturer (full-time) who have
been reappointed on an annual
salary basis for a third or later year
of continuous full-time service
shall have faculty status. All
persons having faculty status shall
have such voting rights as they are
entitled, provided, however, that
they have not received notice of
non-reappointment.
THE FACULTY,





faculty (except in the City College,
the University Graduate Division,
and the University Institute of
Oceanography) shall consist of all
persons having faculty rank or
faculty status and such other
individual members of the in-
structional staff as the faculty may
add because of their educational
responsibilities except that '
members with faculty rank in the
Hunter College High School and
the Hunter College Elementary
School shall have membership in
the faculties of their respective
schools, and shall have mem-
bership in the faculty of Hunter
College only if they have faculty
rank or status concurrently in the
Faculty of Hunter College.
THE FACULTIES
OF THE CONSTITUENT
SCHOOLS OF THE CITY
COLLEGE. The membership of
the faculties of the respective
schools of The City College shall
be constituted as follows:
a. The faculty of the SCHOOL
OF ENGINEERING shall include
the president, the vice-president,
the dean of the school, the dean of
graduate studies of the school, the
dean of administration, the dean
of students, the dean of the school
of general studies, the chairman of
the Library Department, the
registrar, the business manager
and the members of the
professional departments who
have faculty rank, and in addition,
two representatives each of the
departments of chemistry,
mathematics, and physics, and
one representative of each of the
other departments upon which the
School of Engineering draws in its
curriculum excepting that the
president may, upon the
recommendation of the dean of the
School of Engineering, withdraw
representation from any such
department because of the limited
participation of that department
in the work of the school. Upon the
recommendation of the dean of the
school, the president shall also
have the power to enlarge the
representation of any such
department because of its par-
ticipation in the special instruction
of the school and to withdraw such
additional representation. Subject
to the right of the president to
withdraw depa r tmen ta l
representation as stated above,
representatives elected by
departments shall have faculty
rank and shall be elected by the
members of faculty rank in each
department and shall serve for
staggered three-year terms,
following the initial term of office
to which they were elected.
• b. The faculty of the SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION shall include
the president, the vice-president,
the dean of the school, the dean of
graduate studies of the school, the
dean of administration, the dean
of students, the dean of the school
of general studies, the chairman of
the Library Department, the
registrar, the business manager
and the members of the
professional departments who
have faculty rank, and one
representative of faculty rank of
each department in other schools
of the college upon which the
school of education draws for its
curriculum excepting that the
president may, upon the
recommendation of the dean of the
School of Education, withdraw
representation from any such
department because of the limited
participation of that department
in the work of the school. Upon
recommendation of the dean of the
school, the president shall also
have the power to enlarge the
representation of any such
department because of its par-
ticipation in the special instruction
of the school and to withdraw such
additional representation. Subject
to the right of the president to
withdraw depa r tmen ta l
representation as stated above,
representatives elected by
departments shall be elected by
the members of faculty rank in
each department and shall serve
for staggered three-year terms,
following the initial term of office
to which they were elected.
c. The faculty of the SCHOOL
OF ARCHITECTURE shall
include the president, the vice-
president, the dean of the school,
the dean of administration, the
dean of students, the chairman of
the Library Department, the
registrar, the business manager
and the members of the
professional departments who
have faculty rank, and one
representative of faculty rank of
each department in other schools
of the college upon which the
School of Architecture draws for
its curriculum excepting that the
president may, upon the
recommendation of the dean of the
School of Architecture, withdraw
representation from any such
department because of the limited
participation of that department
in the work of the school. Upon the
recommendation of the dean of the
school the president shall also have
the power to enlarge the
representation of any such
department because of its par-
ticipation in the special instruction
of the school and to withdraw such
additional representation. Subject
to the right of the president to
withdraw depa r tmen ta l
representation as stated above,
representatives elected by
departments shall be elected by
the members of faculty rank in
each department and shall serve
for staggered three-year terms
following the initial term of office
to which they were elected in
nineteen hundred sixty-nine.
d. The faculty of the SCHOOL
OF NURSING shall include the
president, the vice-president, the
dean of the school, the dean of
administration, the dean of
students, the chairman of the
Library Department, the registrar,
the business manager and the
members of the professional
departments who have faculty
rank, and one representative of
faculty rank of each department in
other schools of the college upon
which the School of Nursing draws
for iis curriculum excepting that
the president may, upon the
recommendation of the dean of the
School of Nursing, withdraw
representation from any such
department because of the limited
participation of that department
in the work of the school. Upon the
recommendation of the dean of the
school the president shall also have
the power to enlarge the
representation of any such
department because of its par-
ticipation in the special instruction
of the school and to withdraw such
additional representation. Subject
to the right of the president to
withdraw depa r tmen ta l
representation as stated above,
representatives elected by
departments shall be elected by
the members of faculty- rank in
each department and shall serve
for staggered three three-year
terms, following the initial term of
office to which they were elected in
nineteen hundred sixty-nine.
e. The faculty of the COLLEGE
OF LIBERAL ARTS AND
SCIENCE shall include the
president, the vice-president, the
dean of the school, the dean of
graduate studies of the school, the
dean of administration, the dean
of students, the dean of the school
of general studies, the chairman of
the Library Department, the
registrar, the business manager
and the members of the academic
departments, including the library
and student personnel services
departments, who have faculty
rank.
f. The faculties of the several
schools shall have the power to add
other individual members of the
staff to the membership of their
respective faculties because of
their educational responsibilities.
THE FACULTY OF
T H E U N I V E R S I T Y
GRADUATE DIVISION. The
faculty of the University Graduate
Division shall include the
president of the University
Graduate Division, the deans of
the University Graduate Division,
Continued on pg. 12
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Martin Karp: Grants Office Richard Gruen
by Pam Simmons
Grants Office is located on the
fifth floor of the main building.
Scholarships are not allocated
here; York students are only
indirectly involved with this office.
The Grants Office function is to
inform the faculty of projects
being formed, administer grants
and contracts in conjunction' with
Research Foundation, maintain
current grant policies and
procedures, and have a campus-
based liaison for Washington,
D.C., Albany, etc. Through this
office, federal programs and
foundation interests are identified
and made public and technical
assistance in proposal develop-
ment is also available. The work
accomplished in this office keeps
York in competition with other
schools for money.
Martin Karp, Grants Officer, is
the man behind the scene running
the show. A former Vice-President
of a non-profit research
organization, he brought his
technical experiences and skills to
York in July, I972. After working
with the non-profit research
organization for six years, Mr.
Karp realized the City University
and its potential. It is for this
reason Mr. Karp tries to keep
York from becoming aloof to city
problems.
Mr. Karp is on the mailing list of
almost all federal agencies, i.e.
Congressional Record, Federal
Register, Commerce, and Business
Daily. Martin Karp's job consists
of taking interesting projects from
these periodicals and presenting
them in a written proposal for
requesting funds. He believes even
the bizarre can be fundable.
Before writing a proposal, the
Grants Officer must analyze six
questions: What is the project?
How will the project be carried
out? Is there a clear statement of
methodology? Why should the
agency support the project? What
will become of the findings - more
research, publish results in a
journal, a book? What ex-
penditures are required?
Many students are not aware of
this sect of administration.
Speaking softly and using well
thought-out proposals as a heavy
stick, Mr. Karp, in conjunction
with the Grant Office, obtained
funds for Dr. Samuel Huang. Dr.
Huang is connected with the Allied
Health Services Consortion. HEW
(Health, Education, and Welfare
and Public Health Service has
decided to put up $129,378 to fund
this project. Another contract
proposal by Dr. Nancy Foner
(Anthropology Department) was
submitted to study the "Status
Change Among Jamaician
Migrants." The grant was passed
for $6,203 by the National In-
stitute of Mental Health, Small
Grants Section.
In order to prevent the office
from sitting on past ac-
complishments, new contracts are
pending. It is one of those rare
times that a student such as Mr. J.
Meyers (Geology) will have a
proposal put through. With an
idea like "Accumulation of
Pollutants" in a "cleaned" pond
on Long Island, he might receive
the grant to -go ahead with his
research. The National Science
Foundation may be the funding
agency, alloting $7,436 to be spent
on work from 9/13/73 to 9/9/74.
Subway Air Quality is the nature
of a proposal by Dr. Peter Scheiner
(Chemistry Department). If Dr.
Scheiner's project is given a grant,
it will be from Citizens for a Better
Environment for $3,200. Ms J.
Wright (Music Department) has
made a proposal for a concert
program - "New Metropolitan
Woodwind Quintet" (six concerts).
A pending grant of $1,200 by the
New York State Council on the
Arts for the fiscal year 73-74 is
awaited. Another request by the
Music Department was by Mr.
Ernst. The topic of the proposal is
' ' A n I n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y
Methodology to Media in the Fine
Arts." The funding agency is the
National Endowment to
Humanities, Division of Education
Programs. York competes for the
pending grants as well as the active
grants with many hundreds of
schools across the United States.
People debate on whether York
should be involved with the outside
activities in these early years. To
make York College a better place
to visit (and for some to live) we
must have departments working
together on the inside, - people like
Martin Karp - working for us, on
the outside.
Duties of the Deans
by Joe Raskin -
When you read about the new
administrative appointments at
this school, have you ever won-
dered as to what the processes are
in evaluating, appointing, and
promoting deans and other
members of the school's ad-
ministration? It was the duty of
this reporter tp find this out, and
many answer^ were provided by
Arthur Marcus, the Executive
Assistant to President Milton
Bassin.
The upward mobility of the
members of the administration is
largely decided upon by the
president. The reasons for their
being promoted or appointed
are simple. Mostly, they are
taken into consideration because
of their ability, skills, and com-
petence in the field in which they
are being appointed. For example,
a candidate for Dean of Student
Development would be considered
for his affinity with the students,
his ability to relate to the students
and their experience, and his total
experience in the field of student
development. T-he Dean of Ad-
ministration would be considered
by his knowledge of the systems
that exist in the school, his ability
to operate within the ad-
ministration, and his ability to
deal thusly.
When a position in the school
hierarchy opens, the President
seeks advice on the candidates for
the position. Committees are set-
up to evaluate the candidates, and
the President will operate, based
upon the recommendations that
the committees make. In addition,
if any of the candidates are already
members of the school ad-
ministration, and they are being
considered as candidates for
promotion, they will be evaluated
by the President, as well as the
people they answer to in their
present jobs, and the people who
are in charge of evaluating the
positions. In addition, the can-
didates are responsible for those
below them. According to Mr.
Marcus, one cannot delegate
responsibility to his subordinates.
He is always responsible for the
actions of subordinates, and is
always responsible for their ac-
tions. The only thing that ad-
ministrators can delegate is
authority.
Currently, there are four acting
and permanent deans - Lewis J.
Bodi, James C. Hall, Jr., Richard
Horchler, and Daniel Stern, four
associate deans, and two assistant
deans. The difference in the
positions that they hold is that the
responsibility that they hold varies,
as well as the areas in which these
responsibilities encompass. The
associate deans, for example, are
in charge of the four major
departments in the school, Natural
Science, Social Science,
Humanities, and Administration.
The assistant deans do what their
title implies - assisting the Deans
directly above them in maintaining
their departments. The Deans
themselves are more involved in
the overall running of the broader
functions of the school, and
generally run things within the
school. These functions are of the




In this sense, it can be said that
a pecking order exists, because the
Deans, Associate Deans, and
Assistant Deans are directly
responsible for what happens
below them. This really isn't much
different than what happens
everywhere else in education, in
business, or for that matter,
anything else in society. An ad-
ministrator is responsible for what
happens below him, and is
evaluated accordingly. This is the
major consideration in who get
what jobs, in what places.
by Dolores Naney
Dr. Richard Gruen is the
Director of the office Institutional
Research at York. Created in
1972, this office is mainly con-
cerned with obtaining data on the
progress of graduates in ap-
plications for jobs and Graduate
schools and also the progress of
Open Enrollment students.
According to Dr. Gruen's data,
the recent graduates of York are
doing poorly in graduate school
examinations. He feels that this is
partly due to the educational
system, although most of the
causes for the graduates' failures
lies within themselves. Dr. Gruen
would like to see an Alumni
Association started at York to help
graduates to get into graduate
schools and also aid them in job
placement.
The Open Enrollment students
seem to be doing very well. Ac-
cording to Dr. Gruen's figures,
56% are passing, the reason for
this, according to Dr. Gruen, is
due to the remedial courses and
photo by James Theodorou
workshops made available to the
students. With his work and aid,
the Office of Counseling is made
aware of the problems of Open
Enrollment students and the
weaknesses of York graduates.
Dr. Gruen was Dean'of Student
Development from 1968-1972.
Comparing the two positions, he
said he enjoyed his previous job
better than his present one
because he would rather work with
people than with figures. Dr.
Gruen said he built the Office of
Student Development to what it is
and he enjoyed a relaxed rapport
with the students. Today this office
is in the competent hands of his
former assistant, Dean Daniel
Stern.
When I asked him why he was
given this newly-created office, his
answer was vague. He said it was a
long story and it was because of a
great amount of misun-
derstanding. He would not
elaborate.
Dr. Gruen admitted he prefers
teaching psychology, and he hopes
to do so next term.
Sidney Rosenberg
by Jim Casa
Some York students are quick
to criticize the facilities, or lack of
the, here in Jamaica. Some, who
are at least juniors, may continue
the cliche, "I wish we were still in
Bayside." Both ideas have some
validity for the disillusioned
student. The facilities for the
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they should be - and one has to be
thankful for the godfather in
Albany for that. It is also true that
Jamaica's most sunny, spring day
is at best a dismal, drizzle at the
clean semi-suburban setting in
Bayside.
If you are one of the many who
does get depressed over York's
physical shortcomings, a visit to
Dr. Sidney Rosenberg of the
Psychology Department.
What is being looked at this
issue is administration. How does
it work? What does it do? These
are some of the questions that are
hoped to be answered. In talking
with Dr. Rosenberg, you can learn
something of York's short history.
Dr. Rosenberg was the Dean of his
department from the Fall of '69
through the Spring of '72. His
duties during his administrative
period were to help in the selection
of personnel, buying of materials,
and most important, the planning
and initiating of courses in
psychology.
The reasons that Dr. Rosenbery
gave for his stepping down from
the administrative level were
personal. He felt that he could do
more for the York community as a
teacher and a private researcher.
Besides his work at York, Dr.
Rosenberg researches for the
Department of Lireology at
Maimonides Hospital. His work in
the control of the nervous system
and kidney disease have been
published in Psychosomatic
Continued on pg. 18
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the registrar, the business
manager and the members of the
faculty in each doctoral program,
as defined in Section 9.4, and such
other individual members of the
instructional staff as the faculty
may add because of their
educational responsibilities.
DUTIES OF
FACULTY. The faculty shall meet
at least once in each semester, or
oftener, upon call by the president,
or by petition of ten percent of its
members. The faculty shall be
responsible, subject to guidelines,
if any, as established by the Board
for the formulation of policy
relating to the admission and
retention of students including
health and scholarship standards
therefor student attendance
including leaves of absence,
curriculum, awarding of college
credit, granting of degrees. It shall
make its own bylaws, consistent
with these Bylaws, and conduct the
educational affairs customarily
cared for by a college faculty. The
president shall preside at its
meeting, or in his absence, the
Dean of Faculty or a dean
designated by the president.
FACULTY
COUNCILS, EXCEPT IN THE
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
DIVISION, a. In every college or
school of a college except in the
University Graduate Division in
which the faculty shall exceed one
hundred members there shall be a
faculty council. The faculty
council shall consist of the
president, the vice-president,
deans, the registrar, the business
manager and two delegates from
each department where available.
One such delegate shall be the
department chairman. The other
shall be a person of faculty rank
elected by the department. In
addition, delegates-at-large, equal
to the number of instructional
departments, shall be elected. The
method of nomination and
election of delegates-at-large shall
be determined in each college or
school by the faculty council
provided such delegates-at-large
have faculty rank or faculty status.
Vacancies shall be filled in the
same manner for the unexpired
term. Each of the above delegates,
except the department chairman,
shall be elected for a three-year
term in May of the appropriate
year by secret ballot of the
members entitled to vote in each
department, following the initial
term of office to which they were
elected.
b. The council shall have all the
responsibilities of the faculty,
subject only to the right of the
faculty, -upon its own motion, to
reverse any specific vote of the
faculty council by a two-thirds vote
of those entitled to vote for
delegates-at-large to the faculty
council at a meeting duly called on
notice of the action to be con-
sidered.
FACULTY
SENATE OF THE CITY
COLLEGE, a. In The City
College, in addition to the several
faculties and the Faculty Council
of the College of Liberal Arts and
Science, there shall be a faculty
senate composed of the president,
the vice-president, all full deans,
ex officiis, without vote, and both
senior and junior senators. Senior
senators shall be persons holding
faculty rank, elected by vote of all
the members of the instructionals
staff who hold such rank. Junior
senators shall be persons holding
teaching appointments who do not
have faculty rank, elected by vote
of all such persons. The number of
senior senators shall annually be
determined in accordance with a
formula which would yield the
following representation if elec-
tions . were to be made by
departments from among their
own members, namely: depart-
ments having ten or fewer full-time
persons of professional rank.
including the chairman, one
senator; departments having
eleven to twenty-five such persons,
two senators; departments having
twenty-six to fifty such persons,
three senators; and departments
having fifty-one or more such
persons,, four senators.
Senior senators elected in the
first election shall be divided by lot
into three classes with terms
expiring June 30th, 1970,1971 and
1972, respectively, and thereafter
successive classes shall be elected
in the spring for thee-year terms.
The junior senators shall be fifteen
in number, elected at large in the
spring for annual terms of office.
In the first three elections both
senior and junior senators shall be
elected according to the Hare
system of proportional
representation applied separately
to the three divisions of the College
of Liberal Arts and Science and to
each of the professional schools,
but applied collectively to all
junior senators without reference
to school or division. Vacancies in
unexpired terms shall be filled by
majority vote of those present and
voting at any regularly-called
meeting of the Faculty Senate, due
notice having been given. The
senate shall determine whether to
continue the Hare system or to use
some other method of election for
senior or junior senators, or both,
as the fourth election or any
subsequent annual election ap-
proaches. The senate may by itw
own action, increase the ex officiis
membership at any time.
b. The faculty senate of the City
College shall, in respect to matters
which affect The City College as a
whole, have the same duties and
powers as are set forth for the
faculties in Section 8.6 hereof.
Matters affecting the individual
school or college only shall remain
the responsibility of the respective
faculties.
c. The faculty senate shall have
power to adopt its own bylaws and
procedures which shall not be
inconsistent with these bylaws.
THE GRADUATE
FACULTY COUNCIL, a. The
faculty council of the University
Graduate Division shall be called
the Graduate Faculty Council. The
membership shall consist of
elected and ex officio members as
follows:
1. Members elected by the
doctoral faculty: Each doctoral
program shall elect representatives
as follows: For each program with
up to twenty-five faculty members
— one representative. For each
program with twenty-five or more
and less than fifty faculty members
— two representatives. For each
program with titty or more faculty
members — three representatives.
2. Two members elected by the
combined education faculties of all
the colleges offering graduate
programs in teacher education.
3. The ex officio and appointed
members shall be: the President of
the Graduate Division; one
academic officer with major
responsibility for graduate work
from each constituent unit (i.e.
college, school in a college having
a graduate program except in
education, Graduate Division) who
shall be designated by the head of
the unit; University Dean of
Teacher Education or his
designee; the Executive Officers of
doctoral programs.
4. Elected members of the
Graduate Faculty Council will be
elected for a two-year term.
Vacancies in the elected mem-
bership of the Graduate Faculty
Council shall be filled in each
instance, for the unexpired term,
by the body which elected the
member whose place has become
vacant. Replacements for
members absent on leave or
otherwise for one semester or more
shall also be named in each in-
stance by the body which elected
the absent member.
b. The functions of the
Graduate Faculty Council shall
be: To formulate educational
policy for all graduate, work in
doctoral programs, including
curriculum, standards of ad-
mission and academic per-
formance, degree requirements,
and in consultation with students
discipline; to approve specific
programs and curricula leading to
the doctoral degree; to recommend
to the Board of Higher Education
the granting of the appropriate
doctoral degrees to properly
qualified candidates; and to
consider any other matters per-
taining to academic issues in the
City University doctoral programs
and make recommendations to the
Board of Higher Education. .
c. The officers of the Graduate
Faculty Council shall be a
Chairman and a Secretary. The
President of the University
Graduate division shall be its
Chairman and shall preside over
its meetings. In the absence of the
Chairman, a deputy designated by
the Chairman and preside as
Chairman Pro-Tern. The Secretary
shall be appointed by the
Chairman.
d. There shall be three stated
meetings of the Graduate Faculty
Council each year on dates ta be
determined by . the President.
Special meetings may be called by
the President upon hjs own
motion, and shall be called upon a
written request to him by any ten
members of the Cour- -1. The call
for a special meetin » snail specify
the items to be acted upon at that
meeting.
A majority of"'r<e membership of
the Graduate .culty Council





BUDGET, EXCEPT IN THE
CITY COLLEGE AND THE
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
DIVISION, a. There shall be in
each college, except in The City
College and the University
Graduate Division a committee on
faculty personnel and budget or
equivalent committee. The
chairman of this committee shall
be the president. The members of
the committee shall be a dean
designated by the President and
tee department chairmen.
b. This committee shall receive
from the several departments all
recommendations for ap-
pointments to the instructional
staff, reappointments thereto, with
or without tenure, and promotions
therein, together with com-
pensation; it shall recommend
action thereon to the president. If
the recommendations are adverse
to the person concerned and if he
considers himself aggrieved within
the terms and conditions of an
existing collective negotiation
agreement, he may avail himself of
the grievance procedures set forth
in said agreement.' The commitee
may also recommend to the
president special salary in-
crements. The president shall
consider such recommendations in
making his recommendations on
such matters to the Board.
c. Within the period prescribed
by the Chancellor, the president
shall prepare the annual tentative
budget and submit it to the
committee for its recom-
mendations; the committee shall
make its recommendations within
the period prescribed by the
Chancellor, such tentative annual
budget, together with his com-
ments and recommendations.
Upon failure of the committee to
act upon the budget within the
period prescribed by the Chan-
cellor, the president shall submit
to the Chancellor his own





THE CITY COLLEGE, a. In The
City College there shall be a
Review Committee on Faculty
Personnel and Budget. The
chairman of this committee shall
be the president of the college. The
members of this committee shall
be the vice-president, the dean of
students and the respective deans
of faculty of the College of Liberal
Arts and Science, The School of
Education, the School of
Engineering, the School of Ar-
chitecture and the School of
Nursing. This committee shall
exercise the functions assigned in
subdivisions b and c of Section
8.10 to the Committee on Faculty
Personnel and Budget in the other
colleges, except that the Review
Committee on Faculty Personnel
and Budget shall also receive and
consider recommendations from
the committees on Faculty Per-
sonnel and Budget of the several
constituent schools of The City
College.
b. The faculty of each school in
The City-College may establish a
committee or committees on
faculty personnel and budget. The
manner of constituting the several
committees and the procedure to
be followed by them shall be
subject to the approval of the
president and the dean of the
school concerned. If the recom-





ASSISTANT DEAN. A. Position
Definition: In the colleges, Deans,
Associate Deans and Assistant
Deans shall have such duties and
responsibilities, in addition to
those set forth in these bylaws, as
may be assigned to them by their
president or referred to them
through the president at the
request of appropriate faculty
bodies; and in the University, they
shall have such duties and
responsibilities as may be
designated by the Chancellor.
B. Qualifications: They shall
have in addition to those
qualifications of the instructional
title held, such other qualifications




AND PROFESSORS. A. Position
Definition: It shall be the
responsibility of Instructors,
Assistant Professors, Associate
Professor and Professors to
perform teaching, research and
guidance duties. They shall also,
among other things, be responsible
for committee and departmental
assignments. They shall perform
those administrative, supervisory
and other functions as may be
assigned by the appropriaae
college or University authorities.
B. Qualifications: 1. IN-
STRUCTOR. For appointment as
an instructor, the candidate must
have demonstrated satisfactory
qualities of personality and
character, ability to teach suc-
cessfully, interest in productive
scholarship or creative
achievement and willingness to
cooperate with others for the good
of the institution. He must also
have an appropriate Master's
degree from an accredited in-
stitution, or active progress toward
a doctorate.
2. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR.
For appointment as or promotion
(for instructors appointed prior to
October 1, 1968) to Assistant
Professor, the candidate must
have demonstrated satisfactory
qualities 6f personality and
character, evidence of significant
success as a teacher, interest in
productive scholarship or creative
achievement and willingness to
cooperate with others for the good
of the institution. He must also
have obtained the Ph.D. degree, or
an equivalent degree, in an ac-
credited university except that in
the community college he shall
have a Master's degree and four
years of appropriate teaching,
technological or industrial ex-
perience or the Ph.D. degree.
SALARY
SCHEDULE CONDITIONS. The
salaries of the persons employed
by the Board on the instructional
staff shall be not less than those
prescribed in the schedules ap-
proved in an agreement entered
into after collective negotiations
and consented to by the Mayor.
Where a title is not covered by any
collective negotiation agreement,
but is payable from the City ex-
pense budget for the Board of
Higher Education, the schedule
shall be as approved by the Board
and consented to by the Mayor.
Such salaries shall be subject to
the following conditions:
a. The annual increments for
all positions on the instructional
staff shall be added on January
first of each succeeding year,
except that in the community
colleges, the annual increments for
positions on the instructional staff
shall be added on January first or
September first of each succeeding
year following at least ten months
of service.
b. In schedules where annual
increments are specified, the
Board nevertheless reserves the
right to assign fixed salaries to
appointees in special cases, to vote
larger increments in special cases,
when in its judgment the nature of
the duties or the character of the
services renders such action just,
or to withhold annual increments
from any members of the staff
whose services f|6r any year are
unsatisfactory.
c. In schedules where no annual
increments are specified, the
Board nevertheless reserves the
right to assign fixed salariis to
appointees in special cases, to vote
larger increments in special cases,
when in its judgment the nature of
the duties or the character of the
services renders such action just,
or to withhold annual increments
from any members of the staff
whose services for any year are
unsatisfactory.
c. In schedules where no annual
increments are specified, the
specific salary of an incumbent
shall be fixed at the minimum
rate, or the maximum rate, or
between, by resolution of the
Board, action being taken with
due consideration for the duties to
be discharged, prevailing rates of
compensation for one discharing
such duties, and the qualifications,
training and experience of the
incumbent.
Whenever any
compensation, in addition to the
regular annual salary, is
authorized to be paid to a member
of any college, university, or Board
staff from enterprises in any way
connected with . the college,
university, or Board, such com-
pensation shall not be continued
beyond one year unless reported to
and specifically renewed by the
Board. ,,
The compensation
of temporary and other employees
not on the instructional staff shall
be fixed at such salaries as the
Board may determine except that
with respect to positions for which
salary schedules have heretofore
been established by the ' Board,
such salaries shall be in ac-
cordance with such salary
schedules as the Board may
establish with the approval of the
Mayor, or in accordance with such
salary allocations as are ap-
propriate under the Career and
Salary Plan. The Board may make
appointments to any position on a
> part-time basis with corresponding
fractional salary or compensation






As the long, hard journey to production nears its climax, the ex-
citement generated by Moonchildren, becomes electric. There is no
feeling in the world like the emotion that wells up inside each actor when
the lights go up for the fiist act. For six weeks, the cast has worked to
bring a 206 page script to life. Forgotten now are the tedious hours of
rehearsal, the dinners at midnight, the weekends lost, the sheer
exhaustion that comes from the last week of technical and dress run-
throughs. And what is left is the performance, the smooth meshing of









•Bob , Sam Kintzer
Shelly DidiWaldman
The Others
Ralph Donald Knausman •




Uncle Murry Mori Biener
Milkman Michael Werner
Plumber Jerry Bimka
BROADWAY STAR VISITS YORK
Cara Duff-McCormack, whose performance as Shelly in Moon-
children last year won her a Tony nomination, rapped with York's cast
last Friday. The original cast worked on the play with playwright Michael
Weller for nearly a year- opening first in England, next at the Arena
Theatre in Washington and finally on Broadway. Cara's discussion with
the cast brought the players to an awareness seldom seen in college
productions.
Cara has acted most of her life and when asked how she decided to
become an actress answered, "I never could think of anything else to
do."
She studied at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, played the
Coconut Grove Playhouse in Miami, and appeared Off-Off Broadway at
the Chelsea Thhatre and at Equity Library Theatre at Lincoln Center in
a production directed by our own Miss Schilling.
Cara said the most exciting point in her career was working with
Tennesse Williams in Out Cry, in which she co-starred with Michael
York. "Williams is exceedingly sane, contrary to popular belief and he's
absolutely brilliant to work with."
Both Cara and Michael Weller (who is in town working on a new
production at the Public Theatre) look forward to the York production
on March 30.
York College theatre is a new and struggling experience. The success
or failure of this experience depends upon the dedication of the cast and
the support of its audience. Moonchildren is an effort of total dedication.
See it tomorrow or Saturday night and share in the experience.
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The Speech Dept. & Drama Club
presents:
MOONCHILDREN
by Michael Weller |
The story in this enthusiastically received new comedy drama by
a brilliant young American playwright revolves around a group
of students—boys and girls—living,*fighting, loving, and strug-
gling together toward maturity in their last year of college. What
emerges is a timely, relevant, touching, funny, sometimes sad but
always vastly entertaining re-creation of what it is like during
this fateful, all-too-brief period. -
"The most moving play in New York at the moment and one of the
funniest." —Walter Kerr, The New York Times
"One of the most lively and pertinent plays of the last few seasons
. . . fascinating and dazzling!" —Give Barnes, The New York Times
Tickets now on sale
for
7:30 pm Friday and Saturday March 30, 31
Humanities Rm 404h
Political Science Club Blues:
Candidates Never Come to York
by Joe Raskin
The next time you wonder why
there., are so few speakers ap-
pearing at this school, while other
colleges corral millions of them,
remember this episode. It's also a
good thing to read if you are trying
to learn things about public ad-
ministration, and why there is such
things about procrastination on
the upper levels.
Since this is the year in which
New Yorkers will be picking the
man who will be the resident of
Gracie Mansion for the next four
years, the leadership of the
Political Science Association
found that they would be doing a
service to many Yorkies if they
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hordes of mayoral candidates to
put in an appearance within the
confines of the main building. It
would have been great if it was
that easy. Unfortunately for the
sanity of several P.S.A. members,
it wasn't
The first problem was getting
the candidates to appear. Right off
the bat, some refused, which
simplified matters to a degree.
Well, almost. Mario Biaggi's
people originally wanted the
members of the P.S.A. to form a
"Students for . Biaggi"
organization before he appeared.
Herman Badillo's people wanted a
guarantee of 500 people, which
was an even bigger problem. The
only time they ever got 500 people
around here for anything was
when the SPC had the ice cream
shindigs. In the end, though, the
main problem here was the
waiting. It was hard not to feel
sorry for the people from the
P.S.A. as they hovered over the
telephones in the caucus office,
just pining away, waiting for a
ring. When the phone rang, the
reaction was similar to the reaction
someone would get if they ran in
and hollered that King Park was
just loaded with gold deposits.
Eventually, things were settled,
and this resulted in the ap-
pearance of Jerome Kretchmer a
few weeks ago, Mario Biaggi's
aborted appearance last Tuesday
and Albert Blumenthal's coming
appearance on April 3rd.
One would think that the main
hurdle had just been crossed. It
wasn't. Now that the appearances
had been confirmed, the next
problem was getting a room. This
reporter accompanied Steve
Bernstein of the P.S.A. on this
safari. Within the space of an
hour, we were wishing that it was a
real safari, because that way we'd
be carrying guns around.
We arrived up on the fifth floor,
and received some pretty blank
stares. Some of the people up there
don't see students that often. Our
destination was the desk of Edith
Backstein, who is in charge of
giving rooms to organizations like
the Daughters of The Crimean
Wars. Unfortunately, she wasn't
there, and we had the same
problem with her substitute that
people always had with substitute
teachers in the halcyon days of
public school. Believe it or not,
every room t^at seated over one
person was 'occupied, on both
dates yet. Biaggi's date wasn't a
problem, because there was a way
of getting around this and getting a
room but Blumenthal's was. Steve
tried to find out who was oc-
cupying these rooms. Room 108,
where the Kretchmer meeting took
place, was occupied by the English
Department for a faculty meeting.
This struck us as being somewhat
strange, since the English
Department doesn't have several
hundred faculty members. So off
we went to see if the English-
Department would shift, only to
find that no one in authority would
be thtre for the majority of the
day. We went back to the sub-
stitute. Would she shift them?
Guess what the answer was.
The next tactic was a trip to the
fourth floor, in an attempt to find
Raymond Pavia, who had the
authority to give us the first floor
lounge. He seemed to be partially
willing to help out-if we would wait
until the week after. He couldn't
talk to us until then. We went up
to the fifth floor in search of higher
authority, although considering
our problems, we should have gone
much higher than the fifth floor.
President Bassin was in Mexico,
which led us to speculate that he
had absconded with the school's
funds. However, this question was
answered with the question: what
money? The condition of Bassin's
office-unoccupied was similar all
along the fifth floor.
Steve was about ready to tell
every Mayoral candidate to eat a
certain material, and become an
anarchist, when along to the
rescue, bugles blowing, ..came
Harriet Vines. Harriet saved the
day getting the lounge, except that
Neal Haynes pointed out that the
first floor lounge would be taken
by the drug-in on April 3rd. Steve
hollered and then tried to get 002.
The substitute said that we
couldn't have 002, because there
was a question mark next to 002.
At that oint, we gave up, and left
the dirty work to Doug Rader and
Sue Rosenberg. Believe it or not,
they did it. All was secure until
Biaggi cancelled last Thursday.
That's when there was the sounds
of numerous hands hitting heads,
and cries of "who needs this shit"
echoing through Monkey Ward.




One can examine the American
past through the eyes of Alistair
Cooke. You won't find much
difference between his presen-
tation and your usual grade
school history text. The real
people are the characters of
notoriety. Lewis and Clark and
Davy Crockett lived and
breathed. Of course the legends
took their place but the proof of
reality existed; the Alamo and the
northwestern areas existed.
Jeremiah Johnson is the
example of the folk hero par
excellance. Whether or not there
ever was a Johnson is irrelevant.
The basis is that there were such
men like Johnson, who left the
civilized east coast and travelled
west to the mountain and prairie
countryjustforthehellof it. You
simply have to assume that there
were Jeremiah Johnsons in the
nation's past. These men didn't
care who followed them into the
wilderness. They were explorers
for themselves but legends for the
rest of the nation.
In the mid-1840's, Jeremiah
(Robert Redford) goes off to the
west to become a mountain man.
Things don't come easy for
Johnson; he is seen as a green,
civilized easterner in a land where
civility is as useful as a prayer
book. Johnson freezes as he can't
build a fire and when he finally
' does, a chunk of snow falls from a
branch and Johnson has to start
over again. His skill at fishing is
embarrasing.
When things look totally
depressing, Johnson has a savior -
he comes in the form of an old,
omnipotent mountain man who is
called Bear Claws (he has devoted
his life to hunting grisly bears).
The old man takes Johnson under
his care and teaches him the ways
of the mountains.
When graduation comes,
Johnson leaves Bear Claws to go
further west. He comes across a
massacred family where the only
survivors are a mute boy and his
hysterical mother. The roles seem
to reverse, Johnson now becomes
the teacher as he takes the boy
with him and shows him the thing
that Bear Claws taught him.
The movie can be divided into
three parts. The taking or
adopting of the mute boy ends the
first part of Johnson's story. Part
two comes when Johnson and his
adopted son meet a mountain
man who has been body-buried
by a group of Indians. They travel
with their new companion. The
mountain man leads Johnson into
the Crow Indian country where
through a gift treaty with the
chief, Johnson is given a squaw.
Their mountain friend leaves
Johnson with his new family.
Robert Redford's warmth comes
through as the scenes where
Johnson and his family work
together to build a log home. The
electricity among the characters
generates to form the most
memorable segments of the
movie.
The second part of Jeremiah
Johnson's mountain life comes to
an end when a group of salvation
workers ask Johnson for his help
in leading them over the rugged,
snow-covered mountains so as to
feed and supply the stranded
settlers. Johnson reluctantly
leaves his family for a short time
to help the workers. Their travels
take them to an Indian cemetery.
Indian laws state that no one is to
trod on the sacred lands, but
Johnson is given no choice. When
Johnson arrives home, he finds
his wife and son slaughtered - the
proce of Johnson's disrespect for
the Crow holylands. Thus the
stage is set for the third part of
Jeremiah's mountain existence,
the role of being the hunted man.
The price for Johnson's scalp in
high and it seems that every brave
in the Crow tribe is after it.
The legend of Jeremiah
Johnson continues as Johnson
defeats every foe in hand-to-hand
combat. The legends of Johnson
carry acress the Rockies, where a
chance encounter with Bear
Claws and the buried mountain
man verify that even white men
know the price for Johnson.
Director Sidney Pollack holds
the movie together, the three
stages in Johnson's life are well
defined and can be taken for
short stories in themselves.
Robert Redford starring in his
first real role as a character actor
is effective with an extra effort for
realism. Redford fits into the
Johnson legend, take away full
beard and Redford looks like the
misplaced beach boy in the
Rockies. His desire for freedom,
whether it be the roving beach-
comber or the mountain man is
much in evidence. Jeremiah
Johnson is a well acted, moving
and authentic ode to freedom; it's
well worth seeing.
FUTURE SHOCK HITS THE GARDEN:
.What's That Spell?
....If you want to end the war
and stuff, you 've got to sing loud—
—Arlo Guthrie
Alice's Restaurant
It's actually possible that one
day we may actually feel nostalgic
over the Vietnam War era. Can't
you see it?:
A N N O U N C E R : WAR
RETURNS TO MADISON
S Q U A R E G A R D E N ! ! ! !
RICHARD NADER PRESENTS
THE FIRST ANTI-WAR ROCK
REVIVAL F E S T I V A L ! ! !
Featuring, in person, COUNTRY
JOE AND THE FISH!!!!
(" GIMME AN F!!!....oh yes, I
don't give a damn- next stop is
Vietnam...") Back together for the
first time. ERIC BURDON AND
THE ANIMALS!!! ("....Skyyyyy
Pilot...how high can you
fly?...You'll never-never-never-
reach the sky! ) Featuring guest
appearances by GRAND FUNK
RAILROAD!!! YOKO ONOH!
EXTRA SPECIAL GUEST STAR
ARLO GUTHRIE ("...Shrink, I
wanna kill. I wanna kill. I want to
see guts and blood and torn bodies
all over the ground. I wanna see
burning flesh. I wanna drink
blood. I' wanna kill....Kill!!!...
KILL!!!! ")




<" Shut up, kid ") JUST
DIAL 564-4400, and ask for
Department Give Peace A Chance
for tickets!
The concert would "be a pretty
wild occasion even before the acts
came out. The Garden would be a
mass of people swarming over each
other with hugs and kisses, and
telling each other ancedotes about
the antirwar marches of the sixties,
before there was a Kissinger:
"Hey man, remember the time
when those Legionanaires threw
red paint at us?"
"Yeah, that was really far out,
man. But did I ever tell you about
the time when the Chicago cops
threw me out the window of the
Hilton Hotel, maced me, and then
dumped me into the fountain in
Grant Park because I was doing a
bad Jack Webb imitation?"
"Yeah, man, I can dig that. But
what happened then?"
"Why ol' Abbie Hoffman called
me a true hero of the revolution,
and gave me Pegasus. After I got
out of intensive care, the cops
arrested me for illegal possession
of a pig."
"So then what happened "
"I had to pay fifty dollars and
pick up the pig. I didn't want it, so
! teak it back to Abbie- he was at a
cocktail party for Revolution For
The Hell Of It. He didn't want it,
so I had to keep it. As a matter of
fact, he didn't recognize either of
us."
"So what then?"
"All I can tell you, man, is
thank God we weren't kosher."
"Lived high on the hog, huh?"
"Yeah, man."
The concert began with a
rendition of Steppenwolfs
"America", by the original artists.
(At least it looked like Step-
penwolf; nobody could tell,
because the smoke was so thick.
Someone had passed out an in-
credible amount of grass, and
since no one had smoked it in
years because of a government
report linking it to V.D., chicken
pox, the mumps, and the common
cold....) After a benediction by the
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Officer
Obie, who retired as Attorney
General last year, climbed onto the
stage to exhibit these photos. They
showed Arlo Guthrie standing
next to one pile of garbage with
some shovels and rakes and other
implements of destruction. The
pictures were 8x10 glossies with
circles and arrows and a
paragraph on the back of each of
them, and had been sitting in the
Stockbridge Police Officer's
Station for several Thanksgivings.
"Kids", Officer Obie intoned,
"here's John and Yoko." The
years had not been kind to the
Lennons. Yoko could no longer
scream, and couldn't sing that
well, either, but that was true in
the first place. John's nose had
never healed correctly following
Paul McCartney's reaction to the
sequel to "How Do You Sleep?",
entitled "Low, low, low". In spite
of this, the Lennons did well and
there were tears in the eyes of
many. McCartney was supposed to
have also performed, but both he
and his wife Linda slept through
the alarm, and missed the plane to
New York. Reportedly, Paul
remarked: "I couldn't get up."
Country Joe and The Fish
followed, and they opened with the
Fish Cheer, the one and only Fish
Cheer! The Garden had never
heard anything like this since the
Knicks fans had attempted to
lynch referee Mendy Rudolph in
the Knicks-Bullets playoffs of
1970. (One wag remarked: "and I
still say Carter was goaltending on
Barnett's layup!") Of course,
CJ&TF did the memorable "I Feel
Like I'm Fixing To Die Rag",
complete with organs, kazoos,
Spike Jones-styled singing, and
Continued on pg. 19
by Joe Raskin
Several months ago, Rolling
Stone reported that the original
Byrds had re-formed, and were at
work on their first new album
since 1967. As incongruous as this
would seem, considering some of
the statements made by the
members of the groups about each
other, it did reach the stores about
two weeks ago. It's called Gene
Clark, Chris Hillman, David
Crosby, Roger McGuinn, Michael
Clarke. Anyone who expects to
hear nothing but the old Byrds
sound will be disappointed,
although it is representative of all
phases of the Byrds' career. The
difference is understandable, since
they've gone through a lot of
changes since 1967. In any case,
it's a great record.
C, H, C, McG, C features two
songs each by Gene Clark,
Hillman, Crosby, and McGuinn,
as well as two by Neil Young and
one by Joni Mitchell. The Byrds
sing lead on their own songs. Gene
Clark's "Full Circle" opens the
record, a pretty, country-styled
song which is a sort of
autobiographical piece, explaining
how they've changed, but still
remain the same.("....funny how
the circle keeps you flying, and if it
flies, it brings you right back
again ") Roger McGuinn and
Jacques Levy's "Sweet Mary"
follows, a slow ballad dominated
by Chris Hillman's mandolin
playing. It's a sad, mourning type
of song, although it is somewhat
spoiled by McGuinn's slightly
overwrought vocals. Clark's
"Changing Heart" is next, another
autobiographical song, with some
old Byrds harmonies floating
around on the choruses, punc-
tuated nicely by Gene's harmonica
playing.
"For Free" by Joni Mitchell is
the first non-Byrds song on the
album. David Crosby sings lead on
it, and it sounds like something
Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young
would do, except that McGuinn,
Hillman, and Gene Clark do the
choruses. That's no complaint- it
just goes to show what changes the
Byrds went through since 1967.
Before then, "Everybody's Been
Burned" was more David's speed.
"Born To Rock 'N Roll," by Roger
McGuinn completes side one, and
it is reflective of what McGuinn
and the Byrds were into since the
"Eight Miles High" jam on
Untitled. it's a marvelous song,
complete with folk-styled narrative
and singing that Roger first used
in "Chestnut Mare", and an
answer to John Sebastian's im-
mortal question "Do You Believe
In Magic?"
Side two opens with the only
song that really sounds like an old
Byrds song, "Things Will Be
Better," by Chris Hillman and
Dallas Taylor. It sounds that way,
mainly because McGuinn keeps on
playing guitar riffs from "Eight
Miles High" throughout the whole
song. "Things Will Be Better" is
no "Eight Miles High," but it's a
damn good song, and like most of
the songs on this album, it's of an
autobiographical nature. A light,
bouncy version of "Cowgirl In The
Sand" is up next, with Hillman
singing lead, with some nice
harmonica playing in the
background by Gene Clark. While
it doesn't seem as if this is what
Neil Young had in mind when he
wrote this song, it's still really
good.
David Crosby's "Long Live The
King" is next, a song which
combines the work ethic and
several other fairy tales. It doesn't
seem like much on paper, but it's a
hell of a lot on record. Crosby
really sounds good on this record,
both vocally and lyrically. He
hasn't sounded this good since the
Crosby, Stills, and Nash album
(David did well in the C, S, N, & Y
days, which was a mixed blessing.
People forget that old David was
with the Byrds. Oh well, not that
many people remem-ber the
Buffalo Springfield, either.)
"Borrowing 'Pime" by Hillman
and Joe Lala follows. Once again,
this sounds like another group's-
Manassas' -song, but again, it
comes out extremely well.
"Laughing" is the other Crosby
connribution, and it originally
appeared on his solo album, If I
Could Only Remember My Name,
an album I wasted $3.39 on so I
could hear that song. Fortunately,
it comes off much, much better
here, and it's in far better
surroundings.
The album concludes with what
I think is a new Neil Young song,
"(See The Sky) About To Rain."
Strangely enough, it's done much
in the style of the original "Cowgirl
In The Sand." McGuinn does the
lead here, and frames it nicely with
his twelve-string, as if to say: "You
see? I can still play it the old way."
"(See The Sky) About To Rain" is
a really nice conclusion to Gene
Clark, Chris Hillman, David
Crosby, Roger McGuinn, Michael
Clarke, a really nice album that
easily manages to be part of the
progressive rock scene, while
managing to summon up the old
days at the same time. McGuinn
and Crosby's guitar work,
Hillman's bass playing, Gene
Clark's percussion, and Michael
Clarke's drumming are all
faultless. It's ' well worth the
money.
The introduction to The Image
Makers gives the reader a glimpse
of the word "glamour" in
association with Hollywood films.
A short history of the cinema, from
the stars who emerged from the
depression, the Thirties "era of the
fan magazine" to he impact of
television in the Fifties provides
the reader with not only a brief
cinematic background, but also
with a few facts which even film
buffs may not have known. For
instance, Mary Pickford's
financial agreement included
$1,400,000 a year salary, fifty
percent of the profits of all her
pictures, $10,000 a week drawing
account and more.
While the introduction explains
the improvement of photography
throughout the years, from
technical advances to identical
poses of portrait photography, the
photographs are one of the best
collections ever compiled. Each
photo lists the actor or actress and
year taken; the index in the-back
provides the name of the film from
which the photo was taken; The
three hundred pages scan the sixty
years of Hollywood glamour with
pictures including Theda Bara
[Camille, 1917J, Carole Lombard
(True Confession 1937), Claude
Rains (The Sea Hawk, 1940) and
Jeff Chandler (The Lady Takes a
Flyer, 1958).
Published by McGraw-Hill, The
Image Makers is a worthwhile
addition to a film buffs book
collection or to those who just
enjoy looking at old and new
photos of the stars of the past sixty
years.
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Eubie Blake at York
by Joe Raskin
Eubie Blake has long been
known as one of the foremost
exponents of the form of jazz
known as ragtime. Among his
most famous songs are "I'm Just
Wild About Harry," "Memories
Of You," and "The Charleston
Rag." His work with the piano has
become practically legendary, and
he probably added to it in his
appearance on March 20th at
York in front of a huge crowd that
jammed into room 404 of the
Humanites Building. For an hour
and a half, he delighted everyone
with his virtuoso playing and tales
of his exploits. In the process, he
received five standing ovations
from the enthralled audience.
Blake is one of the few actual
musicians left from the group that
was around when jazz was
developing as an American art
form. He's ninety years old now,
and has been playing piano for
nearly seventy-three years. This
shows in his nearly perfect work on
the piano. Blake is a jazz pianist,
of course, but in many of the
pieces he played, he showed a fine
awareness of many other forms of
music, and adapted them for his
own use. Blake showed an un-
canny ability to utilize the other
forms of music to get the best out
of every song. He was magnificent
all by himself, a frail, solitary
figure on the piano, and one can
only imagine how good he would
have been if he had a full jazz
band behind him.
Blake introduced his first song,
"Train Rag" with a long story
about his childhood in Baltimore,
including several anecdotes about
Jesse Pickens, who he termed "a
gentleman of leisure," a remark
that brought guffaws from
knowing members of the audience.
For some time, Blake has been
identified as the writer of this
song, but he disavowed this
identification at the concert, giving
full credit to Pickens. If I was
Eubie, I'd take credit, because it
was a really nice song utilizing a
serious form of jazz that seems like
something out of the score of
Rhapsody in Blue. The next song
was "Classical Rag, " a song Blake
wrote last year. This was a song
that particularly showed classical
orientation. From here, Blake
went on to do several classical
songs, such as "Waltz Of The
Flowers" and "The Merry Widow
Waltz." In this part of the concert,
he also did an ode entitled "Eubie-
Doobie." and his classic
"Charleston Rag", a true ragtime
song, done in absolutely
breakneck speed. Along the line,
he also did stories like this:
"Someone once asked why
Blacks only play the black keys on
pianos. Well, I said that con-
sidering most of us came from the
south, we were afraid to hit the
white keys."
After a short intermission,
Blake returned to do several of his
older songs, including several from
the six Broadway musicals that he
authored. He told of the days on
the old Keith Circuit, which was
considered the absolute zenith, as
far as vaudeville was considered,
as well as the restrictions placed on
Blacks in writing musicals. No
ballads were allowed. "Maybe they
thought that we didn't court. We
did - I thought my wife would
never say yes." Strangely enough,
two of the Broadway songs that
Blake played, "Love Will Find A
Way" and "Memories Of You"
really sounded like the type of
songs that would be identified as
romantic songs - beautiful,
touching, soft songs. Blake didn't
sing the lyrics, and no one else
there appeared to know them, but
if they were half as good as the
music that went with them, they
were probably both incredible
songs.
The highlight of the second half
of the show was Blake's most well-
known song, "I'm Just Wild About
Harry," a song which once
brought about this exchange
between Eubie and Dean Martin:
D.M.: Did you write it for
Harry Truman?
photo by Antonio Velasquez
E.B.: It went through five
presidents before Truman got to it.
Eubie Blake provided some
extremely enjoyable moments in
what was probably York College's
greatest musical moment. Had
admission been charged, ten
dollars would have been extremely
cheap for such fine entertainment.
Here's hoping he returns soon.
by Raymond Harley
Doing this interview, I tried to
.formulate questions that would
show that I had some idea of what
I was talking about. Towards the
end, this notion fell apart com-
pletely; at this point, I found out
that many of the Jazz en-
cyclopedias had wrong in-
formation. Some of you cynical
people out there may suspect that
the books were right and Mr.
Blake's memory may be slipping.
If you had talked with him as I
did, you would soon realize that
there are some pretty dumb
authors around these days.
PANDORA'S BOX: Okay now,
first of all-
BLAKE: "I talk very loud, all the
time. I'm used to pointing at
audiences."
PB: You wanted to say something
about your slave parents or was it
grandparents?
BLAKE; "My parents. My mother
and father were slaves. My father
was born in Essex County,
Virginia. My mother was born in
Mathews County, Virginia. I am
my father's birthday present. He
was fifty years old the day I was
born. I was born the seventh day of
February, 1883, in Baltimore.
Notice I say Ball-tee-more. The
Baltimorians don't say that; they
say Baltmore. But, I'm in a college
now, so I gotta pronounce it right.
Go ahead."
PB: Alright-
BLAKE "Now, you ask the
questions."
PB: Right. Now, I went through a
few jazz dictionaries to dig up
things to ask you, and is it true
that you have a "stomp and rag"
style?
BLAKE: "Some, some. I was to
play "Eubie's Boogie," but I
didn't play it. I don't know why I
didn't; it wasn't on the sheet. You
know, when you're on the
stage....you know when you're off
the stage, oh, you know everything.
You know when the moon's going
to come up, and when the waves
are gonna roll, and everything. But
when you get up on that stage, you
don't know so much. I couldn't
remember "Waltz Eileen," and I
wrote that. Uh, what was the
question you asked?"
Vmukm M&wi&m Evhte Bfofee
PB: Stomp and rag. What's the
difference between that and
regular ragtime?
BLAKE: "Well, it's all ragtime,
but some things sound "low,"
according to the powers that be,
they call it low. They call it low
because they couldn't play it, you
know what I mean? Like anything
else that's new to people. I didn't
believe that Lindburgh could fly
across the ocean, see, because I
couldn't see how he could do it. He
didn't have nothing but a bicycle
to fly in, you know that don't you?
But, he did it, didn't he?"
PB: I believe he did.
BLAKE: "Well, it's the same way
with music. When ragtime....when
I played ragtime when I was a
young man, my mother called me a
'piano plunker. You ain't gonna
be nothin' but a piano plunker.'
She was used to 'Jesus, lover of my
soul,' things like that in church.
One day when I was doing my
music (I should have told these
children that), I'm playing my
lessons {he hummed an "oom
pah" type tune], and my mother
came in, and what she was doing
home that early, I still don't know
to this day, and I didn't like this
tune the way they had it, and I
went da-da, da-da-da do, bwam,
bwan, bwam, he sang that with a
ragtime beat. Now, she's standing
behind me, and she says, 'Take
that ragtime out of my house, and
don't you never let me Hear you
playing ragtime again." Because it
was considered the lowest kind of
music. Go ahead."
PB: This may be a little out in left-
field, but one of the articles I've
read said that along with Willie
"The Lion" Smith and James P.
Johnson, you were one of the big
influences on Fletcher Henderson,
who in turn was the big influence
on Benny Goodman. Does that
sort of make you one of the
founding fathers of swing?
BLAKE: "No, I don't think that's
right about Fletcher Henderson. I
knew him and talked to him...I
knew him very well, but I wasn't
an influence. Maybe, I don't know,
maybe he might've told people
that, but I don't remember in-
fluencing him. A lot of young
piano players; James P. Johnson,
he had on short pants, but he
could come into a bar because he
could play. I didn't know he could
play; he played 'Tricky Fingers.'
He heard me play it three times,
and you can't play that on a stiff
piano, because it's very, very hard
to play. You gotta play it allegro,
and that's very fast. Now, what
else?"
PB: Okay-
BLAKE: "Now, did I clear up your
question about Fletcher? I was not
an influence on him, but I was an
influence on James P., but not
Willie "The Lion." See, I knew
Willie when he was a kid. He had
on short pants, too. But, he was
thin like you. But ever since I knew
him he could play. Now, Fatha
Hines, he tells people that he was
my protege. Well, I met him in
1919, in Pittsburgh, and he could
play almost as good as he can now.
Very little difference, and I ain't
taught him anything in my life.
But, he says that. When he walks
on the stage, he tells people that he
is my protege, but in order for
him to be my protege. I would've
had to have taught, wouldn't I?"
PB: Yes.
BLAKE: Yeah, but I didn't teach
him. He could play almost as good
then. He's one of the best, Earl
Hines. Willie "The Lion" has got
more tricks on the piano (my
teacher used to hate me for saying
tricks, but that's all it is.) He'd be
playing along and all of a sudden
you hear 'bwup, bwup, bwup' and
that's not on the music. I haven't
changed my style since the first
time I played for a living,-on July
4th, 1901."
PB: Could you tell me the dif-
ference between Eastern Seaboard
rag and New Orleans rag?
BLAKE: "Well, wait a minute.
You know what people do? If a
young player hears you playing,
and you have something he hasn't
heard, and you happen to be in the
East, everybody will play like you.
Now, you notice the modern
pianists, and I'm not knocking
them; I wish I could do what they
do. You watch them and you'll see
they don't play rhythm. Why they
don't play rhythm is because they
are used to having a guitar and a
bass drum and a bass viola, see.
People say bass violin, and that's
wrong. It's bass viola. They
depend on that, and so they forget
how to play rhythm. When we
played, we had to play for people
to dance, and they can't dance if
you just lay your hand down there
on the piano. Now they say that
ragtime comes from New Orleans.
I'm 90 years old, and I heard it
before I ever heard anything in
New Orleans."
PB: Do you have an idea of when
jazz started to come of ragtime?
BLAKE: "Do I have an idea when
jazz came out of ragtime...?"
PB: Yes, they started calling it
jazz.
BLAKE: "Oh, when they called it
that? I don't use that word at all,
but I'll let you say it. It's a bad
word. Well, I don't know how
you're gonna take this, but you
asked me, didn't you?"
PB: Yes, I did.
BLAKE: "Paul Whiteman was
your king of jazz, right?"
PB: Supposedly, but after hearing
the records, I don't see how he
made it.
BLAKE: "James Europe. Not
because he's Negro. Color doesn't
mean a darn thing to me. Paul was
supposed to be the one who put
that kind of music in Carnegie
Hall. When James Europe put it in
there, Paul was the first chair
violinist in Denver. See, he hadn't
come to New York yet. I was there,
and I think it was either in '12, '13,
or '14. I'll give you a story. Do you
know the name of Paul Revere's
horse?"
PB: No idea.
BLAKE: "You know why you
don't know? Because the horse
didn't write the story. Had the
horse written the story, you
wouldn't know Revere's name. So,
these people in the newspapers,
they write what they want. See,
take my word, Whiteman wasn't
here in New York when James
Europe was playing jazz. I came to
New York in 1902, in a show called
'Old Kentucky.' Played the
Academy Theatre on 14th Street.
Then in 1905, I came to New York
to live, but I didn't like New York.
I'd come here, play a few months,
and then go back to Baltimore. I
didn't like New York then. And
then, Paul hadn't been to New
York yet. For all I know, he
might've been born that year. Next
question.:
PB: Okay-
BLAKE: "And I love Paul
Whiteman. I'll tell you why; I want
to get this in. You hear the tune
"Harry?" Alright, he was playing
where the Latin Quarter is now,
and he was given an audition
there, and he played "I'm Just
Wild About Harry.' He had been
up and heard my orchestra play it.
And he went into the Latin
Quarter (it wasn't called the Latin
Quarter then, it was called
something else), and he got the job
just on 'I'm Just Wild About
Harry.' Now, you know that songs
die. Every time 'Harry' would die,
Paul would come up with another
arrangement of 'Harry,' and it
would be a hit all over again. I'm
talking about royalties, sales. So,
I've got to love him. He made the
song popular after it was dead.
Five times he did that. Now you
check up and see if you haven't got
5 different arrangements of that
song. Go ahead."
PB: When you won that national
piano contest-
BLAKE: "I was never in a contest
in my life. My competitors Hughie
Wolfort and Lucky Roberts, a guy
who could only play in two keys,
they played in them, but I never
did."
PB: Alright, you had a band at Joe
Gan's hotel in Atlantic City.
BLAKE: "No, it wasn't a band."
PB: Wasn't it a band?
BLAKE: "It was me and Madison
Reed. Joe Gan was the light-
heavyweight champion, and I
opened his hotel in 1907. This was
after he fought Bradley Nelson in
1906. All we had was Madison
Reed, Mary Stafford, a fellow
named Trapp, who played the
drums after they put dancing in
there, Lydie Dempsey (these are
singing girls). Did I say Mary
Stafford?"
PB: Yes, you did.
BLAKE: "I did. You know, when
you hear Kate Smith, you hear
Mary Stafford. Kate Smith never
heard Mary in her life, but the
voices are alike. Beautiful voice."
PB: "Well, I just finished a
'Rhapsody in Ragtime.' I started
to play it today, but that piano's
stiff, and- I couldn't do it. It's
ragtime, not blues, and nobody's
' ever done one before. And that's
the title: "Rhapsody in Ragtime,'
by Eubie Blake. Okay?"
PB: Okay.
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JSU's Purim:
AliceWalkenRevolutionary Petunia York Celebrates
by Jerry Smolin
On Tuesday, March 20th,
English 355 conducted its second
in a series of lectures on Modern
American Literature entitled,
"Living Writers ." The guest
speaker on this day was Alice
Walker, a black poet and fiction
writer. To date, Miss Walker's
published works list as a novel,
The Third Life of Grange
Copeland and two collections of
poems, Once and Revolutionary
Petunias.
She attended Spellman College
for two years after which she went
to Sarah Lawrence where she
received her B.A. Presently, Miss
Walker is a Fellow at Radcliffe
' where she is working on a second
novel and awaiting the publication
of a collection of short stories
entitled, In Trouble and In Love.
Miss Walker's lecture consisted
of the reading of a short story,
"Everyday Use," and several
poems from her more recent
anthology, Revolutionary
Petunias. After her reading, Miss
Walker warmly welcomed
questions from the audience, most
of which pertained to the manner
in which she goes about her
writing.
There is a freshness and truth-
fulness in Miss Walker's voice,
both oral and written, which I
suspect is due to her age. At 29,
there is a youthful enthusiasm
about her writing. She carries her
characters with her as well as a
notebook and pen whenever she
travels.
photo by Antonio Velasquez
Her writing is of the life in the
south, much of which she learned
from her mother, her religious
background, and her African
traditions. All of these are blended
beautifully in her collection of
poems, Once.
Her literary background
consists of a love for Emily
Dickinson and Robert Graves, a
strong influence by the Haiku
form of Japanese poetry, and the
admission of not having read black
authors until as recently as 1969.
Miss Walker's writing
celebrates life and she tends to
romanticize and find beauty in
many experiences which seem
totally brutal.
She described a Sunday af-
ternoon when she was an un-
dergraduate and was planning to
attend an all white church with her
African roommate only to be
stopped on the steps of the church
by two white men brandishi/ig axe
handles. She stated that her initial
reaction was a desire to burn the
church but was later able to laugh
off the situation by stating, "the
trouble with Christianity is all
those Christians."
Miss Walker is a lover of life
which she states within her
character Brownfield of The Third
Life of Grange Copeland and the
stories she tells of her mother and
young child. She seems to be
looking for a unifying factor within
all men. However, I suggest she
abandon such a search as no such
factor exists.
She is aware of the strenuous











south but seems only to be able to
see its beauty, not its brutality.
Perhaps this innocence is due to
her age. Perhaps it is due to the
fact that she was never taught the
writings of the Harlem
Renaissance writers such as
Langston Hughes, Arna Bon-
temps, and Claude McKay. Yet
she manages to take the issue of
teaching black writing in the
schools very lightly.
Dick Gregory once talked in a
speech about^ a young black who
had dragged himself through the
streets of the ghetto, finally found
himself in a school with a chance
for advancement, only to have the
teacher ask him where the Eiffel
Tower was located.
The education in our public
schools is not relevant to the black
experience. For a person such as
Alice Walker, who takes her
background in the south and her
African traditions quite seriously,
such a passive attitude towards the
lack of a relevant education' for
blacks is truly unfortunate.
Her life shows the lack of an
education which included the
study of poets such as Claude
McKay and Langston Hughes who
stated the brutality of being black
very plainly. Lines such as, "The
white man is a tiger at my throat,"
and "If we must die, let it not be
like hogs," appear throughout
McKay's sonnets.
Alice Walker is a very talented
young writer. Most writers start off
militant and taper off. Miss
Walker is starting with a love for
people uncommon to most young
writers which makes me question
her future. Is she unaware of the
treatment of her fellow blacks in
Harlem who are subject to severe
subordinations and "everyday
use?" Is she unaware of the racist
institutions holding economic and
political power over the minorities
in this country? To Miss Walker, I
extend an invitation to walk the
streets of Harlem and to see
something of the true nature of
people and of life which she sees as




That in this nigger place
I should meet life face to face;
When, for years, I had been
seeking
Life in places gentler-speaking,
Until I came to this vile street
And found Life stepping on my
feet!"
by Pam Simmons
Purim was celebrated at York
College by the Jewish students
Thursday, March 13. The Purim
party was brought to the students
by an organization called the
Lubavitcher. While no translation
of the name is available, Ari
Hitrik, representative of the
Lubavitcher explained that "the
purpose of this organization is to
bring Judaism to people who have
no knowledge of i t ." The
Lubavitcher is centrally located in
Brooklyn; there are many offices
located throughout the world.
The story behind the Purim
party dates back to when Esther,
the beautiful Jewish heroine of
her people, risked her life to save
them from destruction. Esther
lived with her foster father until
she became the next Queen to the
King of Persia. Ahasuerus, the
Persian King, also known as
Xerxes, did not know that his
Queen was Jewish. Nor did he
care-she was beautiful. Haman, a
power-hungryman, informed the
King that the people were
disregarding the laws that they
were forced to follow. Even
though the Jews were innocent of
this charge, Haman encouraged
the king to execute all Jews.
Ahasuerus gave his consent, and
the orders were sent out. With the
arrival of the solemn news, the
Jews mourned and fasted.
Mordecai asked Esther to plead
for the people before Ahasuerus.
Realizing that she could be put to
death for approaching the king
without an invitation, she fasted
for three days. Esther was
planning a banquet in which she
would plead for her life as well as
her people's. At the banquet the
King agreed to- attend, Esther
explained how Haman was
plotting to kill the Jews. The King
recinded all past orders for the
execution of the Jews. Instead
Haman was hanged from the
gallows built for Mordecai. The
people were overjoyed that their
right to life was restored. Con-
sequently, every year the Jewish
people make it a practice to
celebrate their deliverance in the
Feast of Purim. There are many
holidays in the Jewish year that
are celebrated, but as the years
pass this one holiday has become
truly a festival.
The festival, held in the main
building (room 103) began with
an explanation of Purim. It was
followed with singing and
dancing; men and women were
restricted to their own circles.
Segregated dancing is a policy
that belongs mainly to the
Hasidim (The Pious), and is rarely
found among the reformed or
conservative group of Jews. Later
in the program refreshments were
served. Hamantoshen, the only
traditional Jewish food present,
was surrounded by traditional
American food-potato-chips,
cookies, and cakes. The usual
York College student reaction
was present- student disap-
pearance with food depreciation.
The program closed with the
ceremony of T'fillin. T'fillin is the
use of leather straps with little
boxes attached to say the morning
prayers.
These events were followed by
more sombre activities. At 1:30
attention turned to Rabbi Klein
of the Hineni organization, as it
does every week at that time. The
goal of the Hineni class is to "help
Jewish Youth rediscover.the Bible
and to relate it to events of the
present." Explanations such as
"God says so; every law of the
Torah has a reason...." appeared
inadequate. Most questions
troubling our generation get the
same solutions "for answers. The
weekly meetings of the Hineni
class may stagnate shortly if new
ideas are not fed into old theories.
Many minds with new approaches
walk around in the outside world.
Let's pray they are heard before
they join the ranks of "old
peruks."
Bio. Elections Held
The Biological Sciences Club
held a general election on
Tuesday, March 6. Receiving
congratulations as the newly
elected officers are:
Barbara Esch President
Bob Guskin Vice President
Honey Locke Secretary
Beverly Tyler Treasurer
The new officers have already
announced a full program of
community health projects, trips
to labs, hospitals and exhibits,
along with talks on careers in the
science and health fields. Of
special interest to students will be
the club's involvement in hiring
new teachers.
This year the club announces a
policy whereby no dues will be
collected and non-biology majors
are encouraged to join. All are
invited to come to meetings held
every Tuesday at 12:30 in room
IIC Bayside campus.
> - 136-38 38th Ave. Flushing (% block off Main StJ
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Every Monday night, New York Poets' Cooperative (233 East 18th
Street) turns the room use in the day as a children's center into one of the
many places in the city used for poetry readings. On March 19th, several
York students and members of the faculty attended a reading by two
poets, Howard Sage and Boruk.
Howard Sage, a member of,the York College English Department,
read many of his poems which reflected his experiences on his travels to
Mexico and in his profession as teacher and writer. It was quite
refreshing to hear and see someone read informally while frequently
talking about the poems' origin. When asked about his reading, two
York students commented that his poems were very "sensitive and
moving" and that Mr. Sage "really puts himself into his works."
Boruk deals with multi-media poetry; his cameraman served as
projectionist as Boruk recited several long poems he has committed to
memory. The soundtrack which usually accompanies his poems and
slides was not available, but his presentation was, nevertheless, in-
teresting. However, his poems would probably not retain the audience's
attention if the slides were also missing.
The War Came Home
by howard sage
The war came home last night:
in slanty faces waiting on a land
ing-me-to seek
imago of him who died. The daily
press desired it, icy
night or not. I slid to ask
up, up the stairs, floating
off the ice, Gothic faces
call "Are you the one?"
I am, I say. "Then come up here."
Smiling bones await, and I repair.
For one blue thread of time, I think,
But I don't want your tea—or tear. Let












to ready myself for
the spring. Under the
snow i exhale warm
waves of breath that





























streams that catch glimp
ses of streaks of
haze and sun on
August days-we moved
held by threads too
soft and wet and
lithe to break.
York Poets and
Musicians at "Sweet Cat"
by Moccasins D'Mafiosa
Last Tuesday night (March
20th), seven York poets and three
present or former York musicians
performed at "Sweet Cat," a new
wine and cheese place located at
118-25 Metropolitan Avenue.
"Sweet Cat," whose "Wine and
Beer" banner can not be missed, is
a small place with a bar in the
back, but nevertheless should be
visited, even on a weeknight.
If "Sweet Cat" has a rather
normal wine and cheese place
crowd, this normality was broken.
Wherever the infamous York poets
go, Pandemonium follows and
even though all the usual Yorkies
were not there, I doubt if "Sweet
Cat" will ever be the same.
The first musician was Phil
Rothgar, who graduated from
Richmond College where he was
able to lead a fairly normal life
after his two years at York.
Presently Phil is working towards
his Masters in Urban Planning at
Hunter.
Music and poetry was in-
terwoven, so after Phil's set, the
crowd simmered down and
Michael LaBombarda, official
MC, introduced the poets. The
normal arguements of "I wanna go
first" were settled in a rare
civilized manner: the poets were
introduced alphabetically ac-
cording to their first names.
Charles D'Alessandro, the first
York poet, read several of his
poems, the most memorable being
"Contemplating Two Can
Openers." Charlie appeared to be
a natural born actor as he read
and performed his works with
vigorous feeling and emotion.
The second poet was George
Lewis, a senior who is working on
his English Honors Project in
poetry. His introduction was
delayed a few seconds when
George started to walk to the back
of "Sweet Cat.". "But George,
you're on now!" cried a few
people. George paid no attention
as he loudly commented that he
had to go to the bathroom. MC
Michael introduced George and
told us a little something about
what we were about to hear.
"George is going to read parts of
his long ocean poem...which has a
lot of ocean imagery and haikus
that he copied off bathroom
walls." George, a Buddhist,
humbly admitted to being the
"greatest Zen poet." In between
his bear drinking we were able to
discover that there was a lot of
ocean images in the ocean poem.
The musical entertainment
resumed with Evan Citron and
Ronnie Greenblatt (both on
guitars). The entire audience
joined in for two of their best
numbers, "The Monster Mash"
and "The Bird's The Word."
The third, and only female, poet
was Helen Moore Sevillo who read
her "Carmen" poems and who was
pleaded by her friends and fellow
poets to recite "Seagulls on
Snow." Helen has a knack of
explaining any lines that people do
not understand; when the crowd
remained silent after one of her
poems, she announced that "it's
very symbolic."
Michael LaBombarda in-
troduced his first poem as an
"AC/DC poem" which he claims
does not reflect his sexuality.
When Michael said that if anyone
wants to know about his sexuality,
he should ask him, George woke
up next to his beer and stated
"Why don't you ask me?"
What can be said about Paul
Lynch? The next poet, Paul
received no humorous in-
troduction and his readings were
serious and paid close attention to
by the audience. When Paul
finished he confessed that he's just
a serious poet. • •"'.
Last, but not least, was Peter
Richards. When he was; in-
troduced several people walked
out and many rowdy Yorkies
yelled"boo." Peter, admired by
everyone, at York, is co-editor of
York's soon-to-be-distributed
Literary Magazine and was in-
troduced as an ex-street cleaner
who copied poems off street
cleaners on 8th Street. Peter read
several familiar poems, one so
familiar that an entire table
started to recite the poem in
unison. ;
Another York student, Sandy
Somebody, (no one seemed to
know his last name), is working on
a novel which has a good
possibility of being published
soon. Michael read several pages
from it - about a seven-year old
and his religious hang-ups
Before the juke box was turned
back on, Michael recited a poem
by David Ignatow who, lie ex-
plained to the audience, is one of
the most famous American poets
around and the man responsible
for showing the York Seven-how to
write. Now we know who gets the
credit (or blanjeX
A poetry/music night similar to
last year's "Something New" is
scheduled in the near future, as
are other events such as this one at
other local wine and cheese places,
Thanks go to Charlie, George,
Helen, Jerry, Michael, Paul, and
Peter for the Poetry; Phil, Evan,
and Ronnie for the music; the
faithful Yorkies who came to
"Sweet Cat"; and special thanks
to the "Sweet Cat" owners for
giving ten Yorkies a chance to




In the city on the night she left
I smoked Gauloise and drank Jack Daniels
And looked like Jean Pierre Laud
in an empty Paris cafe




says the father heaving,




pretty soon ( his index finger
twirls the boy's nose)
the needle
is going to wear out!
so change the needle,
says the boy.














forcing our bootheels further
into the snow
Night Deepens








I asked you how
to spell "chaos".
You told me
but said it best I look it up.
And as I turned the pages
too slowly for your patience,
you leaned over my shoulder
flipping them quickly
until you found the word.
(As I took in the warmth you exhaled
and felt your hand on my shoulder
I knew the blood pressure
in my chest increased,
and I did not care
how the word was spelt).
And you said,
it was a good thing
we had looked it up
for you had put the "o" before the "a".
Years
by paul lynch
eyes no one can understand
a voice that no one will ever learn
burning red hair and needle-scarred hands
hours of immense conversation
cinema evenings and catastrophe nights
moon breasts that only I know
a secret language in the sudden bed
hard roots that make me grow
love like death among the green trees
a lady who won't say "No" or "please"
by helen h. moore
grip me by the neck, manhattan.
pin me to your broken bed, and
pump me full of your greasy seed;
yes
love with you has a kind of smutty grandeur.
oh honey city, we are not without secrets.
you drown me in your suck and swell,
but i am not here to die of you;
no.




Me and me friend -you see-
we went and snuck in the
ballpark one day after the
World Series.
Me friend sajds t o m e let's
go look around arid sees
if there's any baseballs in
the bleachers.
And I saids to him why would
there be baseballs in the
bleachers?
So he looks at me real strange
-you know- and saids maybe
a homerun ball wasn't picked
up by a fan.
And I stares at me friend
smartlike -you see- and
kicks him in the ass.
real
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GRAFOOTIE
To the "Art's Genius:" Rats! That
was the best paragraph in the
whole damn article. Besides, it's
not half as bad as being called
"Plant Life." Jumping Jack.
Silly Wabbit: Still haven't come
across you this term! Where are
you hiding yourself? From,
"Mom."
Abey: Maybe for Christmas (if
you're a good boy), I'll get you the
final bulb you need for your
Menorah.P.SWhere's my money?
If I don't get it soon, I will send
copies of that photo to your rabbi.
To the layout people: It'snotfunny!
Tony: Sorry I woke you up the
other day, but most of us people
are up and around by 10:30. Can I
help it if you need all the beauty
sleep you can get?
Julie C: You better come to see
"Moonchildren" on the 30th or
31st because the remaining two
Poopsies (Gina and Hillary) are
going to christen the basement's
"sink" the "Julie Crilley Memorial
Fountain." You better come for
the great event. Call me, okay?
RV.
Margie: You are going to make




Slick: Keep up the good work but
tone down the lectures. You're just
too dynamic. All the bacteria from
Micro.
7AM classes? They've got to be
kidding!
I like to lick all the Honey off my
plate...A Honey lover.
Yorkies: The Ecology Club is now
here! Watch for notices and come
to a meeting.
It's about time someone said
something nice about Allan Katz.
By next issue will someone try and
come up with something?
To the Count: When are you going




Hard to believe I'm
Dear Moose: Thanks for the
memories with a big laugh. Ask
A.S.K. who got the last laugh. The
Winner.
Jack: Tuesday between II and 3
hang around the handball court.
And have a ball. The Handball
Kid.
To EPF: Happy Birthday from two
at 8 and two at 10.
That puzzles me?
What puzzles you
AH which is odd
Then you are an odd fool.
I may be odd, but no fool am I.
R E A D $50
FASTER f J W
5 weeks guaranteed course
DOUBLE or TRIPLE your
speed.Understand more, retain
more. Nationally known
professor. Class forming- now
READING SKILLS 864-5112
Allright, now. This is grafootie,
not the Literary Magazine. Let's
cut out the existential stuff, huh?
Help!! What's the name of the dog
on Topper? R.S.V.P.
Hey Munchkin: I finally got
around to it. How about some
luds? Dud.
Mary: Diamonds are a girl's best
friend! Nigerian Ned.
Sexy Samet(HL): We Loye You!
Dirty minds unite!
Why? Are you having a meeting
over at the Savoy?
Allen Katz: Good to see that
you're running again. The
problem is you're stopping. Joey B.
April 1-7, BOYCOTT!!!!! During
the first week of April, a general
boycott of beef will be advocated
across the United States. Show
your discontent, and demand
lower prices. If Milhous is against
it, there has to be something going
for it. Boycott Beef!
Jimmy: I wuv you.
Thanks to all Yorkies who signed





Rambling Onward In Identical
Dreams.
All Lead Identical Lives,
But Do Not Know Each Other.
They Are All Brothers In The
Celluloid Summer.
And let's keep out the
metaphysical stuff also!!!
For sale: 1966 Olds Cutlass. P/S
P/B Automatic AM/FM, vinyl
roof, vinyl interior, runs excellent,
good tire and two snows, clean car
in and out. $575. Call BA5-4145
after 6PM.
Hello to Icemathy during his
celluloid summers. Victor
Lonefoot.
AH: The Greek will soon say
"goodbye" to Dennis - and "hello"
to the world.
Why is Vietnam pregnant?
Somebody (I'm not mentioning
any names) forgot to pull out in
time!!!
To Donna in Eng 110AL3: Why
don't you everltalk to me or look at
me? A very concerned bachelor.
Help me - I'm being held prisoner
in the women's bathroom in
Bayside by the treasurer of the
Biology Club. The Vice-President
of the Biology Club.
Slick: Keep up the good work, but
tone down the lectures. .
Sal has fudge in his underwear.
The Chinese laundry in Franklin
Square.
To whom it may concern - we miss
your money and word - Love the
girls of York - call 891-9366 day or
night.
Andy S. - Cheating at cards is one
thing, but stealing someone's
genetics book is another. Return
it, or I'll tell him. A friend.
Ann: you're adorable. Jack.
Aarona P. Getbetter: Happy
Birthday! Craig T. Robertson.
Stu:(from the Concord) - meet me
in the caf between 2-3 Mon., Wed.,
or Fri. Your Polish Friend
Maureen.
Dear B: When everything seems to
be going wrong, remember there's
always a guy pinch hitting. S.
Dear Stan: Even though you're not
as good a gambler as Rhett Butler,
we still worship the ground you
walk on. Yours always,(But don't
get your hopes up) Silva Thins and
Friend.
To S.H.GHman: Was it Elton John
who said: "Young lovers start out
as friends" or was it Ponoman?
Anyway, Beethoven's 9th isn't half
as good as "Something's Wrong
With Me?" Love, from Bridget.
P.S. I'm marrying a rich truck-
driver.
The hedgehogs are coming!!!!!
The hedgehogs are coming!!!!!
"Hips": Hi there! Read fast. I
want to go home and watch the
Academy Awards.
Mayoral Race
Continued from pg. 3
thirties and forties. Their part in
the Lindsay victories gave them a
great deal of influence in the
running of the city. Lindsay's non-
candidacy threatens this influence.
Alex Rose, the "leader" of the
Liberals (that's an extremely nice
way of saying "boss"), realizes
this, and would probably sell his
soul to the devil, or the Con-
servative Party in order to
maintain this influence. Enter
Nelson Rockefeller and Robert
Wagner.
This whole situation has to
worry the Democratic
Organization. They haven't had a
Mayor they could call their own
since Wagner won his second term
in 1957 (Wagner won again four
years later, but that year he ran a
reform campaign, and wiped out
some very powerful bosses in the
process). They probably realize
that Rockefeller and Rose are
putting together a 1965-style
campaign, and they could pull it
off again. If you'll recall, in that
campaign, it was the Republican-
Liberal Lindsay against the
Conservative Buckley, and the
somewhat-to-the-right Beame.
With Mario Biaggi's Conservative
Party endorsement, circumstances
are beginning to repeat. And
where do you think the Liberal
Democrats would go if a Beame or
Biaggi won the primary?
Sound scary? It does to me.
Instead of having a John Lindsay
or an Al Blumenthal or a Herman
Badillo, we'd have Robert
Wagner. Robert Wagner!! Think
about it. The man who ran out on
New York without even trying to
settle the transit strike. The man
who stayed in Europe while the
Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant
riots were taking place. The man
who stuck John Lindsay with so
many unsettled problems, which
he is now blaming the Mayor for.
Yes friends, Bullet Bob Wagner is
probably on his way back. It's the
politics of the lesser evil and
nostalgia for what once existed
here. But for God's sake, what did
Wagner do, outside of being a
Democrat that was so good for this
city? Is everyone in this city so
stupid that they'll forget
everything that happened?
Make no mistakes about it.
Robert Wagner is already on the
Liberal line, and if he survives
Marchi's challenge, he'd have to
be" considered the favorite. And
what will he represent? Nelson
Rockefeller and everything up to
1965. Jimmy Breslin put it best
when he suggested that the Herald
Tribune and the Journal-
American back Wagner. In this
regard, you don't have to elect
Wagner again in order to
remember what twelve years with
Wagner was like. Go to the library
and look up the New York Times
microfilms.
What can Robert Wagner do for
New York?
Does anyone care about what's
happening to the city now?
Dear Chicken Man,




Our resident Mish-key-ach (Kosher inspector to you Goys) stated,
"Insects with scales are Kosher with meat meals only on Tuesdays in a





Where is that $5 you owe me?
Dear Rosie,









Place $50 in a plain paper envelope, address it to Chicken Man, Place it
in the Grafootie bag and you're in.
Yours,
CM.
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Medicine and H.E.W. papers.
During the past six years, Dr.
Rosenberg has served on several
committees, such as Curriculum,
Personnel and Budget, Library,
and the Charter for the Senate.
For a while in the Univerisyt
Senate, Dr. Rosenberg was the
Chairman of the Research
Committee.
A consistent optimist, Dr.
Rosenberg feels that York's
psychology department is
definitely on the up-swing. Within
the next few years, under the
leadership of Dr. Eric Karp, the
psychology department will have
its own supervision. Currently, Dr.
Timothy Dineen is the joint
chairman for the combined
Political Science and Psychology
Departments.
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SYMPOSIUM ON EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
INNOVATION IN TEACHING
April 3, 1973
ll:OO - IL-30 A.M.
11:30 - 12:00
12:45 - 2:15 PM
2:15 - 2:50 PM
2:50 - 3:30 PM
3:30 - 4:10 PM
4:10 - 4:50 PM
Coffee
Auto-Tutorial System (16mm film, 25
min., sound, color, produced by
Professor Poshethwait)
Professor Samuel Postlethwait (Biology)
Purdue University
Professor Gerald Posner (Biology)
City College, CUNY
Professor Albert Konisberg (Physics)
State Univ. of New York (New Paultz)
Professor Bernard Isenberg (Mathematics)
Kingsborough Community College, CUNY
Responders (York College)
Professor Amedeo D'Adamo (Biology)
Professor Daniel Coogan (Humanities)
Professor Eric Karp (Psychology)
Dean Richard Horchler (Administration)
Professor Laura Bursak (Education)
Place: Room 002, Main Building, York College
Titles of Presentation will be announced soon.
For inquiries, please call Dr. C.T. Huang at 969-4110.
Everybody welcome!
BOOKSTORE
Next time you come in and shop in the bookstore, remember that the
lockers outside the store are for student use while buying or browsing
around. If lockers are not available, you can leave them at the counter as
you walk in.
DRUG-IN







Where all graduates eventually go to
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH & ADVISORY SERVICE
2 Sylvan St. Suite S
Rutherford, N.J. 07070 call (212(6^4848
Nation's Largest Catalogue Listing
Complete Educational Research Material,




Continued from pg. 14
Country Joe repeating his
Woodstock bawl-out ("Now listen,
you fuckers....").
What is above is a satire, and
should be taken only as that. (An
apology is in order to, people like
Country Joe and the Lennons, and
especially to Arlo and Eric, since
"Alice's Restaurant" and "Sky
Pilot" were two of the more classic
songs of the sixties.) Something
like this would probably be ex-
pected, though, since this is the
nation that can feel nostalgic over
Depressions, World Wars, and the
era of Joe McCarthy and the
Hollywood 10. Let's just hope
there isn't a nostalgia festival to
celebrate the songs of another
Vietnam. Even one if too much.
Movie Trivia Test
by Ray Harley
Since the last trivia test I had written was greeted with such excited yawns, I've decided to inflict my meager
talents on anyone reading this paper again. Just figure out the name of the actor that played the part, and what
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SCORING
25 to 20 Right- Expert
19 to 15 Right- Well Done
14 to 10 Right- Pretty Good
9 to 5 Right- Mediocre
4 to 0 Right- Schmuck
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LEADING LEXICOGRAPHER TO DISCUSS NEW ENGLISH
IN LEHM AN LECTURE
Clarence L. Barnhart, one of the leading experts on the words used by
English-speaking people, will speak at Herbert H. Lehman College of
The City University of New York on Wednesday, April 4.
Mr. Barnhart, editor of The World Book Dictionary, The American
College Dictionary,The New Century Encyclopedia of Names.The Dic-
tionary of United States Army Terms and The New Century Handbook
of English Literature, will discuss changes in the English language in the
1970's. His lecture, at 3 p.m. in room 236 of Carman Hall on the Lehmaa
campus, will be open to the public free of charge.
Recently, Mr. Barnhart completed the Barnhart Dictionary of New
English Since 1963, a massive lexicographical undertaking. The new
work, based on the study of the 500,000,000 words printed in the
newspapers, magazines, and books of the U.S., England, and Canada
over the past decade, includes some 6,000 new words and phrases that
have entered the language in that period.
The lecture is sponsored by Lehman's Interdisciplinary Program in
Linguistics.
BRECHT'S "THE M EASURES TAKEN"
GETS NEW PRODUCTION AT LEHM AN COLLEGE
The Measures Taken, a 1930 Bertolt Brecht play rarely produced for
American audiences, will be performed March 29, 30, and 31 at Herbert
H. Lehman College of The City University of New York.
The student production, directed by Professor Andrzej Wirth, who
worked with Brecht at Berliner Ensemble in the 1950's, will feature 32
dancers and actors performing "in-the-round" in a specially designed
environment in the dance studio of the Lehman gymnasium.
The play, titled in German Die Massnahme, will be performed in an
English translation. Some critics regard it as one of Brecht's most im-
portant political works. It deals with a Communist who deviates from the
party line, and subsequently, sanctions his own liquidation. When first
produced in Berlin, it was attacked by Communists and non-
Communists alike.
The production at Lehman is sponsored by the Department of Speech
and Theatre with the cooperation of the Department of Germanic and
Slavic Languages and the Dance Division of the Department of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation. The chorus will be conducted by
Dr. Marvin Gottlieb of the Department of Speech and Theatre;
choreography by Nancy A. Topf of the Dance Division; and scenery,
costumes, and lighting by Robert Engstrom of the Department of Speech
and Theatre.
Performances will be on Thursday, March 29, at 7:30 p.m., on Friday,
March 30, at 4:30 and 8:30 p.m., and on Saturday, March 31, at 8:30-
p.m. Tickets for all performances at Lehman will be $1.50 They will be
available in Student Hall. For reservations call 960-8244.
Parts of the Lehman production will also be performed at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday, April 2, at Manhattan's Goethe House, 1014 Fifth Avenue, in
connection with a free lecture by Professor Wirth.
VIETNAM: WOUNDS OF WAR
PHOTOGRAPHS BY BRIAN KELLY
M ARCH 14 - APRIL 2,1973
M ON.-S AT. 4P.M .-11P.M.
During the war Brian Kelly spent a year in Vietnam. He traveled
around much of the country seeing what the war had done to the land-
scape and environment of Vietnam, and most of all, what it had done to
the people. Mr. Kelly made one such .trip to Quang Ngai to do a photo
story at the Quang Ngai Province Hospital of the condition of the people
there. Mr. Kelly says: "I wanted to say something about the condition of
the people who were patients at the hospital, largely neglected, each left
to tend for himself. Many of the people were direct casualities of the war.
Others were suffering from the squalor in which they lived. I was
abhorred by the out-house like stench that was present throughout the
place. Most of the patients were living on perhaps one bowl of rice a day.
Each person had his own personal war for survival to fight."
Brian Kelly is currently working as a newspaper photographer.
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Yes Virginia, There
Is A Pecking Order
Dr. Ivan Kusinitz, Chairman of the Physical Education Depart-
ment, and the man to see about any new teams that you jockos out
there might want.




you may have filled out last fall?
Well, if you voted yes, you are the
winner of a 1973-74 Varsity
Basketball team. This is not true
yet, but in the near future it's a
strong possibility. The question
was asked, "Should a larger
percentage of our fees go toward
the development of teams?" It was
not worded exactly in that manner,
but it had the same meaning. At
any rate, the people who voted yes
were in the majority, and there will
be a committee formed to explore
the different phases of the York
College athletic spectrum. First,
and probably a shoe-in, is the
Basketball Club. It already has the
overall charisma of a basketball
team. Next on the list would be the
LaCrosse Club, but, of course, one
must realize that Track is another
strong contender for the number
two slot. The same committee will
also decide on what other clubs






The time is April 28, 1967.
Muhammed Ali, Heavyweight
Champion of the World, refuses to
take the traditional "one step
forward" to be inducted into the
U.S. Army. The champ had been
known for brash loud mouthed
antics, but it was a serious
Muhammad Ali who told the
waiting reporters, "I don't have
nothin' against them Viet Congs.
They never called me nigger."
Boxing has been and continues
to be the sport most often
surrounded if not immersed in
controversy. The Johnson-Jeffries
'great white hope' bout of 1910.
The Dempsey-Tunney 'long
count', and the late Sonny Liston's
prison record are but a few of
those incidents in recent memory
could possibly eclipse that which
was about to unfold before the
world. This was the extremely
heavyweight bout between the
United States of America and
Muhammad Ali, a.k.a. Cassius
Clay.
For the next three and one half
years, the by now deposed
champion spoke before anti-war
groups, college students, and
judges. He spoke of himself as the
"people's champion" and boxing
fell into a slumber from which it
has not yet fully recovered. The
boxing authorities rebuffed him,
the judges upheld his conviction
for draft dodging, and the one
time millionaire was quickly
depleting his hard fought fortune.
The Viet Nam war dragged on.
and the climate in the country was
changing from the self-rightous
hawk attitudes of the early
Johnson administration to an all
consuming desire to get the war
over once and for all. The anti-war
movement, once nearly the ex-
clusive property of college
students, radicals, hippies and
other forms of "unpatriotic
commie trash," was becoming
legitimized. Politicians began
speaking out against the war, and
all at once it became apparent that
those who had urged an end to the
war years earlier were not the
subversives they had been made
out to be.
The W.B.A. had a, new
heavyweight champion named Joe
Frazier and the public was
clamoring for a true test of his
abilities. A match between the out
of shape Ali and "smokin' " Joe
was set for March 8 in New York's
Madison Square Garden.
As could be expected fanfare
and wild anticipation preceeded
the bout, and it was heralded as
the Fight of the Century. In-
timations that Joe Frazier was the
'great white hope' of the seventies
were abounding, and Ali was once
again revelling in the public eye.
The fight was for a five million
dollar purse, and the gross receipts
were more than four times that
amount.
The 'people's champ' lost that
fight, but the final round of his
legal tussles was yet to come.
When it did come, Muhammad
Ali was vindicated, ironically by a
Supreme Court dominated by the
conservatives of a "hawk" oriented
President.
Budd Schulberg has recounted
and placed in perspective the years
of Ali, the hassles, the fights and
the history, in his book Loser and
Still Champion (Doubleday,
$5.95). Schulberg's chosen title for
the book, leaves no doubt in the
readers' mind where his sen-
timents lie.
The book discusses boxing, less
from the angle of a fight summary
and more as an expression of the
politics of the masses. It is a highly
political book, about a highly
political happening, and Mr.
Schulberg carries it off with the
mastery and artful style he is
renowned for.
' His words are prose, his ob-
servations are keen, shrewd and
analytical. It is advocacy jour-
nalism at it's finest. Schulberg
presents that which happened in
and out of the ring with equal
fervor and excitement.
Schulberg's description of the
fight, is by far the finest of the
plethora of descriptions published,
broadcast, and discussed. The
author uses his pen to present a
brilliant and classical tapestry,
rich with color and art.
Describing the end of the fight,
he wrote:
"Through the next two rounds
they labored, Frazier a grotesque
Caliban of sweat and hematomas,
bloody saliva drooling from
swollen lips, grimacing through
the reddened mouthpiece in an
expression of bottom will that was
snarl and smirk combined with the
smile of combat; Ali hanging on
and using the ropes for a vertical
bed but somehow finding
moments to come off that bed, to
shoot straight left hands and
spastic rights, probing the abysmal
with spurts of kinesthesia..."
Loser and Still Champion is not
a biography of a man, but a
chronicle of a decade and deserves
to be widely read. Budd Schulberg
has once again proven himself to
be the grand master of the fifth
estate. Long may he reign!
encouraging sign, and op-
portunities for many new areas of
participation will be coming with
this strategic move.
Based on an interestingly small
number of students, there was
great variety in response to the
question of what sports should
come next. There was no correct
answer to this question since the
results were not sought with the
intent to form the clubs, but just to
see what students liked. One
student believes himself to be the
next Phil Esposito. He feels that
we should have a hockey team.
That's his opinion, and he's en-
titled to it. Other students have
fantasies about swimming teams.
This is the place where everyone
gets to have their opinion men-
tioned, regardless of rationality.
Baseball was proposed as the
fourth team. Football was men-
tioned by two people less than was
baseball. If the roster of 1970 can
be held as any sort of evidence of
anything, swimming was next.
There is a definite chance that
gymnastics can become a major
sport. York has both talented
performers and instructors, thus,
gymnastics gets my bid for the
fourth team or at least one of the
major clubs. Soccer is also a strong
possibility, as there are many
Latin-American students in-
terested.
In choosing new clubs, it will be
necessary to deal with facilities.
Hockey, at this time, seems to be
highly unlikely unless the tem-
perate zone swaps places with the
frigid zone. Yet, if there is a true
desire for such a club, it is no more
impossible than any other choice
of the students. York College
apparently has the desire to meet
the needs of the students. In this
case, teams and clubs will fulfill
the needs of the students.
This movement is a good one. It
is now time for those of you who
want teams and clubs to jump on
the bandwagon for which ever club
or team you may want.
Intramurals Open
byMoeMcDuff
Once again the Physical
Education Department is con-
ducting its annual rite of spring:
the intramurals. The various
activities cover a wide range of
things to take the weight off your
body, and tone up those muscles
that have been lying around since
last fall. Sign up and see if the
sports can turn you into another
Behemoth.
With one ridiculous exception,
all of the sports take place in the
general area of Jamaica, and all of
them will take place on Tuesdays
from 12 to 2. Paddleball comes
first. The entries for the singles
were due on March 27, but they'll
be taking place from April 3 to
May 1, and maybe if you get on
your hands and knees to Ms.
Nancy Lauster up at the Hillside
Jewish Center, she'll let you get
your entry in late. But. don't bet
on it. All of the entries go to her in
room 308, at the Center, and while
we're in this paragraph, let me just
say that the paddleball games will
be held in the small gym of the
Y.M.C.A.
Entries are due for Coed
Basketball (2 men, 1 woman) on
April 3.-These games (15 minutes
or 8 baskets) will be held at the
Y.M.C.A., in the large gym. They
will be played from April 10 to
May 1. 1 on 1 basketball games (10
minutes or 10 baskets) will be held
from May 8 to May 15, and the
entries will be due on May 1. The
large gym at the Y.M.C.A. will
also be the site for these contests.
Badminton will also be played at
the "Y." These entries are also due
on May 1, and they will also be
held from the 8th of May to the
15th.
Okay guys; I've put up with your apathy long enough. Either you get
your bodies up to Rm. 215 in the Archer Avenue Urban Center, or you
will suffer the consequences. When you enter the office, be prepared to
join the Jock Shop, the most aesthetically pleasing part of this rag. No
more Mr. Nice Guy.
An interesting feature to this
year's games will be a bicycle race.
The entries are due on May 1, and-
the big event is May 8th, but
through a sudden attack of either
in-decision or yet another in our
continuing series of bureaucratic
foul-ups, the course for the race
has not yet been decided. I do hope
that they got it figured out before
the 8th. But, then again, maybe we
could have 5 snappy laps around
the cafeteria.
Next, but probably the least (in
terms of participation, that is; the
only time I've seen enough kids for
two softball teams get together is
when someone's passing a joint
around), is that bastard child of
Cartwright's Folly, softball. The
entries will be due on April 3rd,
and the proceedings will proceed
on April 10, and keep going until
May 15th. The games will be
taking place at Cunningham Park,
which is at the God-forsaken
location of 193 Street and Union
Turnpike. The question is: why
aren't the games being held on the
large field on the 89th Avenue side
of King Park? Surely the Phys. Ed.
people could get permission for the
games to be held there. All you
would need are some bases and a
line marker, which could be
borrowed from the Parks
Department. Oh, I almost didn't
realize! To do that would make
things convenient, and we must
not spoil the kiddies.
- Finally, there's tennis. Usually,
this is played by members of the
upper crust, but at York, the
players just have crust. They won't
be sharing their facilities with the
rest of the unwashed majority, as
they'll be paying at Liberty Park,
which is located at Liberty Avenue
(you never would have guessed)
and 172nd Street. The entries are
due on April 12, and the matches
will be going on from April 24 to
May 22 (singles only).
Dat's dat. There's something
appealing, something appalling,
and something for everyone. Boy,
there's nothing like an original line
to end a story, isn't there?
